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ABSTRACT
In this work a probe built for in-vivo neuronal recording is presented and
analysed. Advantages that this design provide for extracellular potential mea-
surements are discussed along with standard electro-physiological methods. Start-
ing from simulations and physical characterizations the conditions necessary to
properly operate the sensor are deduced. Issues and limitations will be dis-
cussed and addressed together with possible investigation methods. The final
part consist in a discussion on high-k dielectric materials that can be included
in the fabrication process of the chip. Impedance properties and parameters of
interest from a biological standpoint are also extracted.
Keywords: local field potential, needles, recording, in-vivo, CMOS, active,
neural,
SOMMAR IO
In questo lavoro viene presentata una sonda impiantabile per misurare poten-
ziali elettrici in tessuto nervoso, analizzandone i vantaggi rispetto ad altri metodi
propri dell’elettrofisiologia. Partendo da simulazioni della parte elettronica del
sensore e proseguendo con caratterizzazioni fisiche, i punti deboli del sistema
verranno segnalati e possibili soluzioni sono discusse. Da entrambi questi ap-
procci risulteranno di estrema importanza le proprietà elettriche del materiale
con cui il sensore si interfaccia al tessuto nervoso. Differenti candidati verran-
no caratterizzati e discussi. Si tratterà di ossidi di metallici provvisti di un’alta
costante dielettrica. Si discuteranno parametri caratteristici - di rilevanza nel-
l’applicazione biologica - e metodologie sperimentali per misurarne le proprietà
elettriche.
Parole chiave: potenziale di campo, aghi, registrazione, in-vivo, CMOS, attivi,
neurale, impedenza, elettrolita-ossido-metallo
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INTRODUCT ION
Understanding how human brain acquires, processes and stores information
can be considered one of the most compelling challenges science has ever had.
Even though it’s quite clear how the elementary units of the nervous systems
behave, complexity and the adaptability that arises when a very large amount
of cells are interacting is still an open problem. Now more than ever research in
this field must be undertaken. Not just as a scientific endeavour but as a neces-
sity for people and nations. World Health Organization described neurological
conditions as one of the first cause of disability and death in 2006 report, Global
Burden of Disease Study. In Europe alone neurological diseases and conditions
account for 11.2% of public sanity outcome and projections suggest an increas-
ing trend for this value. A clear message that emerges from this work is that, if
not faced immediately, neurological conditions will be a rising threat to public
health in the immediate future [45]. It’s easy to understand how better diagnosis
and investigation tools regarding neural activity are needed. This could be the
starting point from which to develop possible rehabilitation protocols (e.g. for
stroke recovery) and more responsive implantable technologies (e.g. prostheses
for limbs or spinal cord injury) [1].
In the past century neuroscience was approached from two different fields:
psychology and electrophysiology. The first considers the brain like a "black-
box": the only interest is on the outcome to a given input rather than under-
standing physical processes which made it possible. Second approach was born
once it was clear that neurons are cells specialized for electrical signals and sig-
naling. This field focus on the measurement and description of cells electrical
activity, without considering how complex behaviour can emerge when ensem-
bles of multiple neurons interact with each other [38].
Cognitive neuroscience is a discipline that can be put itself as a bridge between
this two subjects [38]. By means of imaging techniques such as Electroncephalo-
gram (EEG) or functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) it’s possible to in-
vestigate which part of the brain are activated while, for example, a person is
performing a task that involves peculiar abilities. By studying the response from
multiple subjects it’s possible to find a relation between patterns of brain activity
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and given cognitive function [4].
Techniques such as the above mentioned EEG and the fMRI measure neural
activity on a large spatial scale. Cellular activity is therefore integrated over
huge cluster neurons and any information about single-cell or small-network be-
haviour is lost. By mean of small implanted metal electrodes or micro-pipettes
it’s possible to record neural tissue with a small space resolution. The measured
signal, called Local Field Potential (LFP), accounts only for the contribution of neu-
rons localized near the sensor, can be very useful to investigate local properties
of neuronal tissue.
This result is extremely important but cannot help to reconstruct the local
structure of neuronal networks nor map simultaneously extracellular potentials
in different areas of the interested tissue. Multi-Electrode-Array’s (MEA’s) have
been developed to overcome such limitation, allowing simultaneous multi-site
recording. Based on the same concept of MEA’s, Multi Transistor Array’s (MTA’s)
is the technology on which this work will be focused on. Starting from standard
CMOS technology, sensors in this case are not in direct contact with the tissue
as for metal electrodes. This allow a good bio-compatibility behaviour together
with the possibility to both record from and stimulate neuronal tissue. This
technology aims to interface neural tissue and microelectronic circuits with a
bidirectional communication. Better knowledge about how information is coded
and processed inside a neuronal networks will open the way to new interesting
questions in cognitive science, biology, computational theory and many more.
Possibility spectrum that arises from this new field is overwhelming: from brain-
inspired computer architectures to new generations of prostheses, it’s quite easy
to let imagination take over.
This work will be focused on the MTA’s technology: a novel active semicon-
ductor sensor is presented. The C-100-A/CMOS needlechip will be analysed.
Simulations and physical characterization will lead to understand which is the
best way to operate the chip an what are it’s limitations and issues. The role
of dielectric coating will be then extensively discussed. Samples of candidates
materials will be analysed and characterized by mean of a model proposed by
the author.
Note: This thesis has been done collaboration with Ing. Marco Barbetta work:
“Implantable active high resolution electrodes for real-time field potential mapping” [6].
Simulations, static and dynamic characterization of the chip have been done
together by the two authors.
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Topics in this work are divided as following:
First chapter Introduction to the physiology of the nervous system. Biological
and biophysical aspects of neuron signaling and communication are cov-
ered. A brief overview of Local Field Potential - the signal recorded with the
analysed probe - genesis and it’s frequency properties is then given.
Second chapter This chapter addresses what will be the main concept beyond
this work. The interface between microelectronics and neuronal tissue is
discussed. Two simple models are described and extended to the non-
ideality of the probe. A brief overview of available technology for in-vivo
implants is given, listing pro and cons of the analysed probe.
Third chapter The C-100-A needlechip structural details are discussed. Fabri-
cation processes, possible layouts and structure are described.
Fourth chapter Simulations of single MOS transistor and whole pixels of the
C-100-A sensor are performed and discussed. DC parameters an bias be-
haviour is extracted and commented.
Fifth chapter Characterization of a physical chip will be perfomed. Measure-
ments of DC parameters and a confrontation with simulations will give
insights on a possible bias point for the chip.
Sixth chapter As further see, needle coating with a dielectric material plays
a major role in many aspects. Electrochemical effects and behaviour of
the Electrolyte Oxide Metal interface is discussed. I-V measurements are
performed on simple dielectric films to characterize their behaviour.
Seventh chapter Capacitance-voltage profiling is attempted on the above men-
tioned dielectric samples. Via a theoretical model and Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy it will be possible to estimate important parameters of the
EOM interface.
Eighth chapter Conclusions, achieved goals and open issues are discussed. Fur-
ther ways to investigate these problems are suggested
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1 PHYS IOLOGY AND S IGNALS
1.1 neurons
Discarding circulatory system and the variety of neuroanatomy, cellular com-
ponents of human brain can be divided roughly in two categories: neurons and
glia. Neurons are cells specifically characterized to generate, transmit and oper-
ate electrical signals. Glia on the other hand does not take part neither in signal
transmission nor generation. These cells work as support for neurons by modu-
lating the environmental concentration of neurotransmitters and ions in order to
facilitate signal propagation through neuronal tissue[33].
As sketched in Fig. 1 a typical neuron have three different morphological
regions. Each with a specific physiological function.
Cell body: the cell body or soma is the metabolic center of the neuron. It
contains the nucleus and the endoplasmic reticulum which is responsible
for the transcription of genes into proteins.
Dendrites: these can be considered the input stage of a neuron. They branch
out in topologies that can be very complex. Connections with other neu-
rons is mediated by synaptic junctions. Mechanism by which these contacts
works will be further examined.
Axon: this part can be considered the output stage of a neuron. The signals,
called action potentials, are initiated at a specialized trigger region near
the origin of the axon called initial segment or trigger zone [33].
By mean of dendrites and axons neurons organize themselves into a network.
Called neural circuit, it can process specific kind of input and is the building
block of complex functions such as cognition, behaviour and perception [50].
These processes are made possible by precise ion currents flowing through the
cell membrane.
1.1.1 Ion permeation and membrane potential
Cellular membrane is a structure - common to all living cells - formed by
a semi-permeable lipid bilayer. Principal constituents are phospholipids: huge
5
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Figure 1: Cellular structure of the neuron. In this figure it’s possible to identify the
main physiological areas of a neuron. The body - or soma - which contains all
organelles related to cell metabolic processes. Dendrites, branches of neuron
that allow it to receive signals from other cells. Axon, neuron part responsible
for carrying the output signal. Trigger zone is located near the axon hillock.
Image from Wikipedia.
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molecules characterized by a polar head and two hydrophobic hydrocarbon tails.
They self-dispose in the way depicted in Fig. 2. This configuration minimizes
contact between the hydrophobic tails of the molecules and water while max-
imizing contact between polar heads and electrolyte molecules. It’s role is to
separate the extracellular environment from the intracellular one, allowing or
forbidding the passage of specific ions 1 while blocking macromolecules diffus-
ing in the extracellular medium. Neurons physical ability to generate electrical
signals relies on having different concentration of Na+, K+ and Cl− ions be-
tween intracellular and extracellular environment. The different concentration
on two sides of cellular membrane is modulated by two effects: drift and dif-
fusion. Drift is originated by Coulomb interactions between ions. It’s function
is to equilibrate the charge distribution of the system. Diffusion on the other
hand, is related to thermodynamic fluctuations. Their role is to bring the system
to a state of homogeneous ionic concentration. These two processes can occur
by mean of three different type of membrane protein 2 called ion channels. The
situation is depicted in Fig. 2.
Molecular pumps Working against the concentration gradient, devices such
the Na+/K+-ATPase3 use metabolic processes to transport ions from a low-
concentration to an high-concentration area.
Passive channel These channels allow the diffusion of ions in relation to the
electrochemical gradient. They cannot be subjected to structural transitions
and can be permeable to some ions while non-permeable to others.
Active channel These channels can undergo to structural transitions by mean
of electrical or chemical stimuli. The permeability for specific ions depends
therefore on their state. When opened ion flux will diffuse according to the
concentration gradient.
To understand how this concentration difference - together with selective
permeability of ions - give rise to a voltage drop through cellular membrane,
it’s useful to consider situation sketched in Fig. 3. Take into consideration a
volume V divided in two compartments separated by a semi-permeable mem-
brane. Suppose the electrolyte contains two different ions, such as sodium Na+
and potassium K+. Let’s assume that our membrane is permeable to K+ ions
but not to Na+. If initial concentration is different in the two sectors, ions will
1 Such as Na+ or K+
2 Complex molecules that are inserted in cellular membrane, allowing or inhiniting passage of
ions
3 Also called sodium-potassium pump
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diffuse according to the Fick’s Law4. Due to the selective permeability of the
membrane, charge imbalance is produced. This generate a membrane potential -
also called resting potential - that opposes to drifting ions flow until an equilib-
rium is reached.
If the two concentrations in the A and B compartment are cA and cb the mem-
brane potential is given by the Nernst potential [32]:
∆V = VB − VA = −
RT
zF
· lncb
ca
(1)
Where R = 1.98 calmol−1 K−1 is the ideal gas constant, F = 96480Cmol−1
is the Faraday constant and z is the ion unit charge (which for our example it’s
equal to 1). Unfortunately neuron resting potential rely on interactions more
complicated than the one discussed in previous example. Permeability of each
ion should be considered.
Figure 2: Ion transporters and ion channels: these two processes allow ionic movement
between extracellular and intracellular environment. (Left) Ion transporters
such as the sodium-potassium pump use metabolic energy in the for of ATP
to move ions against concentration gradient. (Right) Ion channels with their
electrical and chemical properties are the basic tool neurons use to generate
and propagate electrical stimuli Source: Purves, 2012 [50].
4 In one dimension the flux of particles J is described by J = −D∂φ∂x . φ(x) describes the ion’s
concentration and D is it’s diffusion coefficient
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Figure 3: Two compartements A and B with different concentration of ions. Volume is
divided by a semi-permeable membrane that allows K+ ions to flow freely
while blocking Na+. After an initial recombination, equilibrium is reached
when the potential drop between A and B reaches the value predicted by
Nernst equation (Eq. (27)).
1.1.2 The Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation
One of the most general models that describes neuron resting potential is the
Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK) equation. Their treatment is focused on the sole
contribution of Na+, K+ and Cl− monovalent ions. The voltage drop ∆V across
cellular membrane can be written as in Eq. (2).
∆V =
RT
F
log
PK+ · [K+]i + PNa+ · [Na+]i + PCl− · [Cl−]e
PK · [K+]e + PNa+ · [Na+]e + PCl− · [Cl−]i
(2)
Where [. . . ]i and [. . . ]e are ions concentrations respectively in intracellular
and extracellular environment. PNa+ , PK+ and PCl− are the membrane perme-
abilities regarding each ion. A neuron resting potential lies usually between
−60mV and −90mV [32]. For humans - and mammalians in general - the mea-
sured value is −70mV [33, 6]. It’s important to address that ion permeability,
and therefore resting potential, depends on the physical condition of ion chan-
nels.
Activation or inhibition of a given ion transporter can occur in relation to two
different causes [33]:
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• Voltage-dependent channels The structure of some membrane protein can
undergo to a structural transition when an electrical stimuli is applied
[32]. The situation is depicted in Fig. 6. The voltage section of the mem-
brane protein (constituted by charged amminoacids) induce a morphologi-
cal change that can either activate or inhibit ion flow through the channel.
• Ligand-dependent channels As further see this is the case of chemical
synapses. Neurotransmitters bond to specific area of membrane protein
causing transitions on ion channels state and thus permeability5. In Fig. 5
the described phenomenon is depicted.
From experimentations it has been established that mainly K+ ions are re-
sponsible for maintaining membrane potential at the resting state. Neuronal
signals on the other hand, are related with fast Na+ currents modulated by the
above mentioned effects.
Figure 4: Structural modification of a specific ion channel allow the on-set of diffusion
currents. Source: Kandel, 2013 [33].
1.1.3 Synaptic transmission
The most important property of neurons is that they can self-assemble in
a functional structure. Mechanism by which cells can communicate with each
other is mediated by synapses. These structures can be considered junctions be-
tween two neurons. Ionic currents are allowed to flow (directly or indirectly)
from the axon of a pre-synaptic neuron to dendrites or soma of a post-synaptic
5 One example is the tetrodotoxin: a neurotoxin that inhibits Na+ channels activation
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Figure 5: Example of ligand-gated ion channels. (Left) Glutamate is a neurotransmitter
that, binding on synaptic Na+ channels, allow them to open. (Right) Example
of a K+ channel that is modulated by Ca2+ ions. Source: Purves, 2012 [50].
Figure 6: Example of voltage-gated ion channels: voltage sensor is usually a set of
charged amminoacids which reacts to electrical stimuli. Source: Purves, 2012
[50].
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neuron. Situation is depicted in Fig. 7. This phenomenon, called synaptic trans-
mission, can manifest itself by mean of two different synapses families.
• Electrical synapses: Cells communicate via precisely aligned ion channels
between pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neuron. These synapses work
by letting ions diffuse passively between neurons. This allow electrical
synapses to be bidirectional and extremely fast in signal propagation. Pro-
cess is represented in Fig. 7(A).
• Chemical synapses: Communication is mediated by molecules called neu-
rotransmitters. These chemicals are synthesized by the presynaptic neuron
and are released by exocytosis of synaptic vescicles into the synaptic cleft.
These substances can either activate or inhibit ion channels. For synapse
structure communication cannot be bidirectional. Process is represeted in
Fig. 7(B).
For electrical synapses the post-synaptic neuron membrane potential will
(locally) be increased by the ion flux. This condition is different for chemical
synapses: The release of a neurotransmitter in the synaptic cleft changes the
(local) membrane permeability of the post-synaptic neuron. This facilitates the
on-set of a post-synaptic current (PSC) for a specific ion. The membrane potential
will (locally) be driven away from equilibrium by a quantity called post-synaptic
potential (PSP). Nature of ions involved in the PSP generation can manifest two
different behaviours on the post-synaptic neuron. Majority of synapses have an
exitatory behaviour: in this case synaptic communication increase post-synaptic
neuron probability to propagate a signal. On the other hand, specific synapses
decrease the probability of having signal propagation from post-synaptic neuron.
This will be addressed as inhibitory behaviour.
neurons as signal integrators Neurons exhibit a quite remarkable prop-
erty when considering how synaptic inputs contribute to signal generation. Mem-
brane potential behaviour is determined only by the value of the sum of all post-
synaptic potential. Neuron behave as a spatial integration of both excitatory and
inhibitory PSP [40]. The overall value of membrane potential can trigger voltage-
inducted transitions in ion channels that lead to an inflow of ions. If this reaction
is able to sustain itself, an action potential is generated. This is the main signal
in neural communication. It consist in a quick (< 2ms) depolarization of cellu-
lar membrane. When the membrane potential reaches a given threshold voltage
(in mammalians Vt ' −50mV), action potential is initiate near the axon hillock.
Phenomenon of neural integration is depicted in Fig. 8.
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Figure 7: Fifferent typologies of synapses: (Left) Electrical synapses, those are respon-
sible for fast signal propagation. Electrical activity of brain on large scale is
modulated by these components. (Right) Chemical synapses exhibit a one-
way communication procedure. Neurotransmitters are released on the synap-
tic cleft, altering the local permeability of the post-synaptic neuron. Source:
Purves, 2012 [50].
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Figure 8: The neuron as an integrator of signals. (A) A neuron with three synaptic
inputs is considered. Two exhibit excitatory behaviour (E1, E2) one inhibitory
(I). (B) From left to right effects of signals on various combination of input is
considered. Note how if both excitatory synapses are active, voltage threshold
is reached and an action potential is triggered. In the same situation, but
also with a contribution from the inhibitory synapse, no signal is generated.
Source: Purves, 2012 [50].
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Intracellular
(mMol)
Extracellular
(mMol)
Nernst potential at
T = 298K (mV)
Potassium (K+) 140 5 -85
Sodium (Na+) 15 145 +58Table 1: Concentration of Na+ and K+ ions in mammalians and relative Nernst poten-
tial.
1.1.4 Action Potentials
Discovered in 1939 by hand of A. Huxley and A. Hodgking the action po-
tential is the electrical signal generated by neurons[29]. It’s origin relies on a
precise sequence of voltage-inducted transition. Recalling the Goldman-Hodkin-
Katz equation Eq. (2), in a first approximation ionic species that contribute to the
signal are only K+ and Na+. To have a better understanding of what processes
cellular membrane undergoes during an action potential the following approxi-
mation will be consider: PCl− << PK+ . In such fashion the GHK equation can
be written as in Eq. 3.
∆V =
RT
F
log
PK+ · [K+]i + PNa+ · [Na+]i
P+K · [K+]e + PNa+ · [Na+]e
' RT
F
log
RK+/Na+[K
+]i + [Na
+]i
RK/Na+[K
+]e + [Na+]e
(3)
For RK/Na+ =
PK+
PNa+
' 19 this equation describes in a good manner the resting
potential of a membrane in mammalians. This value will be further referred to
as: Eeq = −70mV . Signal such the one in Fig. 9 cannot be explained with a
static membrane model, in fact dynamical properties of ion gates are needed
to explain the measured behaviour. Signal is generated by a complex positive
feedback processes that involve the activation of Na+ and K+ ion channels. In
next paragraph Nernst potential for K+ ions is named EK+ = −85mV . For Na+
ions ENa+ = 58mV is considered [32]. Values are summarized in Tab. 1.
The generation of the action potential is divided in four different phases, each
one related to particular ion channels activation, deactivation or inhibition. For
compactness few acronyms will be used: membrane potential MP, action potential
AP and resting potential RP.
Na+ channel activation and membrane depolarization Initially the neu-
ron is in it’s resting state at EEQ = −70mV , where the MP is governed
mostly by K+ ions by the GHK equation. AP is initiated when the mem-
brane potential reaches the voltage threshold VtmV . This is the voltage
at which inflow of Na+ ions start acting as a positive feedback Na+ gates
opening. A steep rise in the MP is observed as it’s now being governed
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by Na+ ions. Signal reaches the peak of ENa+ = 60mV . The process is
described in Fig. 10 (1).
Na+ channel deactivation One effect of having a MP near ENa+ is that Na+
channels undergo to inactivation by mean of a secondary structural transi-
tion (see Fig. 10 (2) and Fig. 10).
K+ channels activation After reaching the ENa+ a set of secondary K+ chan-
nels start being activated. Together with the above mentioned sodium-
channels deactivation these two effects are responsible K+e for the system
repolarization. MP is brought down to the initial EEQ = −70mV .
The undershoot phase This alternate set of K+ channels together with regular
passive K+ gates increase drastically the permeability of K+ ions. The MP
undershoots EEQ reaching the value of EK+ = −85mV . This value is almost
purely dependent on K+ (see Tab. 1). After this phase the hyperpolarized
MP will allow secondary potassium channels to close. MP reaches again its
equilibrium value after a refracory time τ during which no depolarization is
possible.
Starting from statistical mechanics, in 1952, Huxley and Hodking were able
to theorize an effective theoretical model for the action potential [28]. The funda-
mental concept used by the two scientists was the mathematical description of a
simple two state process. To start they supposed that a membrane protein can ex-
ist in only two state: either activated (A) or inhibited (I). The process considered
is described in Eq. (4).
A
βh−−⇀↽−
αh
I (4)
Where αh and βh are the rate transitions of the process (measured in s−1).
If [A] and [I] are the concentrations of activated and inactivated channels, this
problem has a very simple solution [32]:
h(t) =
[A]
[A] + [I]
= (hi − h∞)e−t/τh + h∞ (5)
Where hi and h∞ = βhαh+βh are the initial and final fraction of activated states.
τh =
1
αh+βh
is the decaying time of the process. Hodgking-Huxley equations
apply this result to the morphology of different ion channels. This mean that
a two state process is applied to every part of the membrane protein that is
sensitive to electrical fields 6. The models also accounts for a voltage dependence
6 In Na+ channels we have three parts participating to the transition, K+ foyr.
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Figure 9: Detailed structure of an action potential: (1) Na+ channel activation (2) Na+
channel inactivation and secondary K+ activation (3) Hyperpolarization phase
and equilibrium recovery. Source: Freeman, Sharp, and Harrington, 2008 [20].
of the transition rates αh(V) and βh(V) for every step of AP generation. All
of this results in a system of non-linear partial differential equations. Even if
there is no analytic solution is available, simulations and confrontations with
experimental results proved their validity for neural signals [51, 32].
1.1.5 Signal propagation
Signal propagation along a neuronal axon relies on an extremely elegant
principle. When an AP is generated in the trigger zone, that area undergoes
to the depolarization process previously described. The inward of Na+ ions
current flow passively inside the axon. This variation in Na+ concentration can
trigger a second depolarization in the adjacent area, and therefore the on set of
another AP, similar to the first. Refractory period inhibits an area which was just
depolarized to emit another AP immediately thereafter. The net results of these
two effects is that the axon propagate a signal only in one direction. The whole
process is reported in Fig. 11.
The propagation of the signal can be described by a classical cable equation
presented in Eq. (6), which describes ions exchange through the membrane and
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Figure 10: Transition of a Na+ channel during the generation of an action potential. (1)
Na+ channel opening from closed state due to supra-threshold membrane
potential. (2) Inactivation from the open state. In the inactivated state, even if
the membrane potential is high enough to trigger an action potential the phe-
nomenon will not occur. (3) Repolarization from inactivated state to closed
state. Source Principles of neural science, Kandel, 2013
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Figure 11: Axonal signal propagation mechanism. Source: Purves, 2012 [50].
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along the axon. V(x, t) is the membrane potential in function of position and
time. τ = rmcm and λ =
√
rm
rl
are the membrane time and length constant. Note
that τ is the product of cm and rm, in order the capacitance and resistance of the
membrane per unit length. The parameter λ on the other hand is function of the
above-mentioned rm and of the longitudinal resistance of the cytoplasm rl.
τ
∂V
∂t
= λ
∂2V
∂2x
− V (6)
It’s worth mentioning that, due to the fact that only supra-threshold signals
gets propagated down the axon, sub-threshold pulses as well as neuronal noise
is eliminated during the course of transmission [43]. In this way the signal ampli-
tude as well as shape does not change assuring the preservation of transmitted
information.
1.1.6 Saltatory conduction
The rate of action potentials that can be transmitted on a single axon is lim-
ited by refractory times and active ion transporters. Their role to maintain a
proper electrochemical environment for the signal propagation is a time and en-
ergy consuming process. To overcome such limitations some nerve fibres are
coated with myelin, a substance witch forms a sheath made up to many hun-
dreds of spiral layers. Those sheaths are part of distinct cells, called Schwann
cells or oligodendrocytes 7.
The myelinated section of the axon is not provided with ion channels. Myelin
sheath increases greatly the leakage resistance rm and decreases membrane ca-
pacity cm, thus speeding up propagation velocity and decreasing signal attenua-
tion. The process is depicted in Fig. 12.
Regenerating effect takes places only at Ranvier nodes (see Fig. 12), in which
ion channels are available. This propagation mode is called saltatory conduction.
Attenuation is so improved by this mechanism that regeneration is actually un-
necessary between each Ranvier node. Propagation speed is improved up to 10
times thanks to myelin, and can reach over 150 m/s in the thicker fibres [50].
Finally, overall amount of ions exchanged by the membrane is lower than
the same case without myelin sheaths. This way efficiency of transmission is
improved also from a metabolic point of view.
7 The former in the pheriperial nervous system, the latter in the central nervous system
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Figure 12: Myelinated axon signal propagation. The increased membrane resistance rm
and the decreased membrane capacitance cm contribute to speeding up the
signal propagation, which is regenerated every Ranvier node. This mech-
anism is also very advantageous from a metabolic point of view. Source:
Purves, 2012 [50].
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Figure 13: Simultaneously recorded LFP traces from the superficial and deep layer of
motor cortex in an anesthetized cat and an intracellular recording from a
layer 5 pyramidal neuron. Note how, in the intracellular recording, burst
of activity alternate to silent periods. These overall oscillations of behaviour
generate changes in the LFP signal on the upper layers. Source: Buzsáki, 2012
[10].
1.2 extracellular currents
Action potentials and post-synaptic currents are localized very close to the
cell body. Generation of such signals requires a ionic flux in the extracellular
medium that is, by definition, a current. The extracellular fluid is a conductive
medium: its volume conductivity σ ranges from 10 to 100mSm−1 in mam-
malians [17]. Due to Ohm’s it’s natural to associate to a given current a local
potential distribution that describes the electrostatic behaviour of ions. This sig-
nal, called Local Field Potential, is generated within a small area of neural tissue
and accounts for the contribution of few neurons and synapses. To detect such
signal a system such the one represented in Fig. 13 is needed. The probe can be
either a metal electrode, a micro-pipette or the sensor in analysis in this work,
the C-100-A/CMOS needlechip itself. These are usually implemented in a two
electrode setup: reference electrode and measuring probe. Reference must be a
stable voltage and should not interfere with the signal acquired from measuring
probe. Measuring probe can be one of the above-discussed probes, it has the
role to record variation of local potentials with the lowest SNR possible. For its
nature this measurement is invasive and requires physical contact with neuronal
tissue.
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1.2.1 Local field potential
The local field potential (LFP) is one of the most important electrophysio-
logical signals. Despite being recorded from a relatively localized population
of neurons it can convey informations about functional patterns of the brain
such as oscillations [21]. In this section the phenomenology of signal sources is
addressed.
Synaptic activity: The main source of LFP activity is the result of summed
postsynaptic potentials (PSP) arising from the synchronized excitation of
neurons. Signal amplitude vary from few millivolts to tenths of millivolt.
This is correlated to the fact that synaptic trans-membrane currents are
slow effects 8. LFP is consistent when a large ensemble of these signals
overlaps. This should be no surprise, in fact every neuron have tenths of
thousands dendrites, all of which with a vast number of synaptic junctions
[10, 16].
Fast action potentials: Na+ action potentials generate the strongest cur-
rents across a neuron membrane. Even though those signal are larger than
the PSP 9, these signals are limited in both spatial and temporal domain.
Glial cells and passive neural tissue act as a low-pass filter 10. In this way if
the probe is not very close to the firing neuron no consistent signal can be
measured from extracellular potentials. In a similar fashion, considering
that the duration of a single spike is < 2ms, it’s difficult to have a coherent
superposition of many firing neurons that can generate a substantial local
potential modification. Spikes can contribute to the LFP only if there are
synchronous depolarization from many neurons in the same area.
Ca2+ spikes: Low-threshold Ca2+ spikes (LTS) refer to membrane depolar-
izations by the T-type calcium channel. These events can contribute consis-
tently to the extracellular potential due to the fact that they are long-lasting
(10 - 100ms) and large (10 - 50mV). This kind of signal have a central role
in the generation of inhibitory or excitatory PSP [50]. Little is known of
their in-vivo behaviour [10].
Membrane resonances: Several neuron membranes present a resonance be-
haviour. Voltage-gated channels together with the membrane capacitance
can respond to specific frequencies. When the intracellular depolarization
8 It depends if the synaptic signal is excitatory or inhibitory the range is from 20ms to 90ms [33]
9 Up to ten times
10With a cut-off frequency of 100Hz [16]
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is sufficiently strong the oscillation can be self sustained. This effect is due
to slow currents that actively oppose to their flow by changing membrane
permeability and potential. Functionally, such effect constrain neurons to
respond most powerfully to inputs at biologically important frequencies
such as those associated with brain rhythms [30]. Because the resonance is
both voltage and frequency depended it’s contribution to the LFP vary in
a complex manner [10].
Spike afterhyperpolarization (APHs): This is a rather involved effect that ap-
pear when the hyperpolarization phase of an action potential is prolonged
due to ion concentration imbalance. For example, the above mentioned
Ca2+ spikes can generate burst of action potentials from neurons. Calcium
also is the mediator for opening determinate K+ channels. When the action
potential reaches the hyperpolarization (see Fig. 9) it will rest in that state
for a longer period than for a normal AP refractory time. These signals can
be very similar to synaptic events, both in duration and intensity [10].
Gap Junctions: Recalling the electrical synapses from Sec. 1.1.3 gap junctions
do not provide extracellular flow. Their action can contribute to an eventual
depolarization of post-synaptic neuron and therefore to a non-trivial con-
tribution to the extracellular potential. Due to the virtually instantaneous
transmission of pulses, electrical synapses help synchronizing physiologi-
cal activity among populations of neurons [50].
Ephaptic effect: Neurons are surrounded by an electrolyte conductor. If
two cells are close enough extracellular perturbation due to the firing of an
action potential can trigger depolarization in the side neuron. This effect
is very unlikely to be a usual channel of transmission between neurons.
Anyhow simultaneous firing mediated by this mechanism can give contri-
bution to the LFP [10].
1.2.2 LFP frequency components
When considering any acquisition system, the frequency band of the recorded
signal is probably one of the first parameter to evaluate. From experiments it has
been documented that the power spectrum of LFP signals exhibits a power-law
distribution 1/fh at low frequencies. Exponent value can vary between different
brain regions and can also be used to determine information about the devel-
opment of brain structure [15, 60]. The origin of such 1/fh "noise" is at present
unclear. This characteristic contain a statistical description of how the neural
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Figure 14: Power law and scaling exponent in LFP recorded from the human cerebral
cortex. Left: Exemplary power spectrum of LFP recorded from a micro-wire
in the temporal lobe. Right: The scaling exponent was determined by a linear
least-square fit of the log-log power spectrum. [42]
communication work on large time scales. A physical justification is given from
the low-pass filtering property of neuronal tissue and glial cells. This effect al-
low slow signals to have a higher spatial and temporal coherence in spite of
high-frequency signals. The frequency band of interest for LFP measurement
will be considered from 5− 10Hz to 300Hz [18].
1.2.3 LFP model
In this section the theoretical approach to LFP signal generation is discussed.
A simple model is analysed, with particular attention to physiological details.
The first assumption is that the only current source considered is synaptic ac-
tivity. It’s useful to remember that signals in consideration are slow and their
amplitude is in sub-threshold 11. The on-set of a ionic current at a synaptic
junction creates a charge sink in the extracellular medium. This effect is compen-
sated by a current source along the neuron membrane, mediated by ion channels
and pumps. This current is responsible for the system electro-neutrality [6, 10]
12. This effect can be described by a current dipole or a higher order n-pole.
Situation is represented in Fig. 15.
For a single trans-membrane current I0(t) in position r0 the expression of
local extracellular potential φ(r, t) can be written as in Eq. (7) [9, 44].
φ(r, t) =
1
4piσ
I0(t)
|r− r0|
(7)
11Referred to the possibility to trigger an AP.
12This behaviour is justified by the fact that synaptic activity is a slow process (with signals of
duration 20ms) while action potentials are fast (< 2ms)
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Figure 15: Local field potential φ(r, t) in the most simple case. A current dipole is in-
staurated when slow synaptic currents I(t) is triggered. If this stimulus is
not fast enough electrical equilibrium is reached by mean of a current −I(t)
distributed over the neuron membrane. Different positions of these two cur-
rents (r1 and r2), together with the extracellular conductivity σ, contribute
to the LFP signal. Source: Einevoll, 2012 [18]..
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Figure 16: Sketch of point source model current sources. Neuron is divided in N compart-
ments. LFP is calculated by considering the contribution of each segment.
Source: Einevoll, 2012 [18].
Where σ is the extracellular conductivity. With the current constraint I(r1, t) =
−I(r2, t) the field generated by a dipole as the one depicted in Fig. 15, Eq. (7)
becomes:
φ(r, t) =
1
4piσ
(
I0(t)
|r− r1|
−
I0(t)
|r− r2|
)
(8)
It’s ideally possible to divide a neuron in N different compartments. Using
the superposition principle we can generalize Eq. (8) to:
φ(r, t) =
1
4piσ
N∑
i=0
Ii(t)
|r− ri|
(9)
That must obey the constraint of Kirchhoff’s law
∑N
i=0 Ii = 0. It’s straightfor-
ward to understand that a one-compartment model cannot describe the signal
source. Thus the minimum requirement is a current dipole such the one de-
scribed in Eq. (8) The discussed model is called point source model, and its the
simplest mathematical description of the LFP signal. Its name is related to the
fact that current fluxes at every compartment are considered as going through a
point [9].
Previous argumentation took for granted a series of approximation and as-
sumption that are not trivial for neuronal tissue. Most important conditions
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concern the response and activity of the medium when a ionic current is present.
Requirements are summarized in the following paragraph.
Quasistatic approximation: For frequencies < 10kHz it’s reasonable to ne-
glect the derivative terms of magnetic and electric fields (E and B) in the
Maxwell Equations. This result in the decoupling of magnetic and electric
field.
∇× E = ∂B
∂t
' 0 (10)
∇×B = µ0j+ µ00∂E
∂t
' µ0j (11)
In this framework the electric field E and the extracellular potential φ(r, t)
are related via E = −∇φ for frequencies in the electrophysiological region
of interest [9].
Linear extracellular medium The request of linearity is expressed in the
relation between current density and electric field j = σE. This request
must come with also some properties of the medium:
1. Isotropic medium: The medium resistivity can be described gener-
ically by a 3-dimensional symmetric matrix σij. This means that we
should be able to identify 3 principal axes on which the σ matrix is
diagonal, with eigenvalues σx, σy and σz. We impose the medium to
be isotropic, so that σi is equal in every direction: σ = σx = σy = σz.
Generically this condition is not true, study on cortical neurons in
monkeys highlighted this effect [37].
2. Ohmic medium: σ will be considered a real number. Capacitive
effects are not taken into account and the medium is considered as
purely resistive. This appears to be fulfilled for frequencies in the
range of LFP signals (1Hz - 100Hz) [44, 9]
3. Frequency indipendence: resistivity is supposed independent from
the signal frequency. σ(ω) = constant. This caveat is still under dis-
cussion. Experimental proofs on this hypothesis are not definitive [9].
4. Homogeneous medium: resistivity could depend on position, and
this is is true if we consider different type of neural tissue embedded
in large brain areas 13. On small scale the condition σ(r) = constant is
roughly respected [9].
13Such as cortical grey-matter and white matter
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Figure 17: Extracellular contribution to LFP signal of a spinking pyramidal neuron.
Peak-to-peak value of extracellular potential is indicated by colors. Note the
widening in signal spread far from the cell soma. This effect accounts on con-
tributions from dendritic currents and intrinsic filtering of high-frequency
currents by the cell membrane and extracellular medium. Source: Buzsáki,
2012 [10].
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1.2.4 The inverse LFP problem
Extracellular recordings provide a very general information about periodic
activity of a limited number of neurons. The mathematical framework described
allow the calculation and simulation of an LFP signal, once that sources are
known.
Inverse LFP problem is a technique that will allow, from measured signals,
to reconstruct the ensemble of sources that generated it. Starting from the point
source model it’s possible to reconstruct microscopical parameters - for exam-
ples ionic current sinks and sources - from macroscopical LFP acquisitions. High
resolution electrodes - such as the C-100-A/CMOS needlechip - are able to de-
termine quite precisely the LFP in simultaneously on more spots. Information
about the potential φ(r, t) in multiple positions ri increase drastically the results
of this method [10, 11].
This analysis is made possible via current source density (CSD) approach. This
technique allow to identify sinks and sources of ionic currents in the extracellular
medium. Rewriting Eq. (9) in an integral form the point-current model can be
written as:
φ(r, t) =
∫
V
d3r ′
C(r ′, t)
|r− r ′|
(12)
C(r, t) =
N∑
i=1
In(r)δ3(r− ri) (13)
In Eq. (12) it’s introduced the current source density function C(r, t). Measured
in A/m3 this function can be interpreted as the current density entering or leav-
ing the extracellular medium in position r. The integral is carried out on the
extracellular volume of our interest.
To a positive value of CSD we will associate a charge source, likewise, for a
negative CSD value a charge sink [9, 44].
To calculate CSD of a system, known the φ(r, t) extracellular potential, cur-
rent conservation law for a volume V should be considered:
∇ · jtot = ∇ · (σE+ js) = 0 (14)
Where js is the impressed transmembrane current that is entering (or leav-
ing) the extracellular medium. This expression can be rearranged including the
condition E = ∇φ(r, t) to Eq. (15).
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Figure 18: CSD map from 96 metal electrodes acquisition in behaving rat. Current
sources and sinks, represented by colours, can be spotted on the image.
Source: Buzsáki, 2012 [10].
∇ · (σ∇φ(r, t)) = −∇ · js = −C(r, t) (15)
Up to now there was no other condition than medium linearity in Eqs. (12)
- (15). There results hold also for a non-homogeneous - position-dependent -
resistivity tensor σ(r). Imposing medium homogeneity Eq. (16) becomes similar
to Poisson’s equation:
σ∇2φ(r, t) = −C(r, t) (16)
This is not the Poisson’s equation known from classic electromagnetism,
which describes the potential field of a charge distribution characterized by the
dielectric constant  of the medium.
1.2.5 The RAMP project
This thesis is part of the CYBERRAT and REALNET projects. During last
year both of them converged in the Real neurons-nanoelectronics Architecture with
Memristive Plasticity RAMP project. By mean of active semiconductor sensor the
phenomenon of neural adaptation and self-organization is studied. The goal is
to establish a bidirectional communication between real and artificial neurons
[58].
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2 NEUROELECTRON ICS
2.1 electrical interfacing
This work is focused on the possibility and methodology needed to connect
two extremely different worlds. On one hand neuronal networks and human
brain are taken into consideration. This is one of the most efficient information
processing tools in probably the whole universe. It’s functioning relies on a
vast set of electrochemical and biological reactions. On the other hand CMOS
technology taken into consideration. In the next chapter the problem of creating
a stable, bidirectional, junction between neural tissue and silicon is addressed.
Starting from there simple models that describes this interface are examined and
focus is given to physical parameters of particular interest.
2.1.1 Transconductive Extracellular Potential
As explained in the first chapter neuronal signals are small ions currents that
travel through the cellular membrane. The first method used to achieve an ion-
electron coupling between chips and tissue was the one depicted in Fig. 19. In
this example a neuronal culture is grown on a bio-compatible SiO2 substrate.
Neuron soma and chip surface are separated by a 50nm cleft. This is due to ion
channels, which are huge proteins that protrude from cellular membrane, and
the cultural substrate of poly-L-lisine needed to grow in-vitro neuronal networks.
Both these effects emphasizes this separation between soma and dielectric layer,
filling the gap with bath electrolyte.
These two effects deny a complete membrane-oxide adhesion. The cell-silicon
junction form a core-coat conductor: the coat consists in both cellular membrane
and insulator layer. The conductor is the bath electrolyte inside the cleft. Ionic
displacement related to an AP generated by the neuron causes a voltage pro-
file in the gap. This voltage modulate the gate of a underlying MOS transistor.
Source-drain current is modulated via Transconductive Extracellular Potentials and
can give information about intensity and timing of neuronal signals [22]. The
C-100-A/CMOS chip relies on this mechanism to record extracellular potentials.
It’s structure will be further discussed in Chap. 3.
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Figure 19: Cultured rat hyppocampal cell over the gate of CMOS transistor. Chip sur-
face is made of a thin, thermally grown, film of silicon di-oxide SiO2. This
guarantee insulation and reduce drastically electron transfer reactions from
the transistor gate to the electrolyte and tissue. Source: Fromherz, 2003 [23]..
Figure 20: Iono-electric interfaces, not to scale. Neuron-silicon coupling via electrical
current. In (a) current through the cell membrane generate a Transconductive
Extracellular Potential which is proportional to the signal and modulates the
source-drain current of the underlying FET. (b) Capacitive current through
the oxide surface generate a ETP strong enough to open ion gates in the
cell membrane (eventually inducing depolarization). Source: Fromherz, 2003
[23]..
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Figure 21: Parallel-Conductande Model for an Excitable Membrane (IN = intracellular,
OUT = extracellular). Indipendent conductances represent K+, K+ and Cl−
channels. Polarity of batteries is chosen in order to associate negative mem-
brane potentials to K+ and Cl− ions and positive to Na+. Cm quantifies the
membrane capacitance. Source: Plonsey and Barr, 2007 [47]..
2.1.2 Junction model
neuronal membrane The total current on a cellular membrane is the super-
position of capacitive currents 1 and ionic currents mediated by ionic channels
permeability. For a generic ion i the current through membrane depends on giM
- ionic conductance - that could depend on membrane potential. The voltage V i0
is the Nernst potential of the considered ion 2.
point-contact model In our case it will be very useful to focus on the DC
model for neuron-silicon junction - the pount contact model - represented in Fig. 22.
The cleft-membrane interface is described by a global Ohmic conductance GJ in
parallel with the membrane capacitance CM and with the ion-dependent con-
ductance GiM. Using Kirkoff’s law we obtain the following:
GJ(VJ − VE) = CS
(
dVS
dt
−
dVJ
dt
)
+CM
(
dVM
dt
−
dVJ
dt
)
+
∑
i
GiJM(VM − VJ) (17)
Dividing side by side Eq. (17) by the area AJM of the attached membrane
previous condition can be expressed in term of surface density parameters.
1 Capacitive current are the one related to the well-known law I(t) = CdV(t)dt
2 This is also called reversal potential and it’s the membrane potential at which there is no net
(overall) flow of that particular ion from one side of the membrane to the other.
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Figure 22: Point contact model for gap-electrolyte junction potential.
gJ(VJ − VE) = cS
(
dVS
dt
−
dVJ
dt
)
+ cM
(
dVM
dt
−
dVJ
dt
)
+
∑
i
giJM(VM − VJ − V
i
0)
(18)
current leakage density This will be the starting point for the electrolyte
- oxide - metal (EOM) interface that will be analysed in Chap. 5 and 6. This
model considers the dielectric film as a pure capacitor. Ideally no current should
pass from semiconductor (or metal) bulk to electrolyte by mean of an Ohmic
drop. Unfortunately this is not true, over a voltage threshold the oxide changes
it’s behaviour and a direct current can pass through the insulator. This con-
ductance is a function of VJ − VS and can (and will) be characterized by ex-
periments. Calling this element gleak(VJ − VS) a first order approximation is
gleak(VJ − VS) ' g0leak · (VJ − VS). Inserting this additional term to Eq. (17) a
more reliable expression is obtained:
gJ(VJ − VE) = cS
(
dVS
dt
−
dVJ
dt
)
+ cM
(
dVM
dt
−
dVJ
dt
)
+
+
∑
i
giJM(VM − VJ − V
i
0) + g
0
leak(VJ − VS) (19)
This parameter is extremely important in regards to the substrate biocom-
patibility and as further see chip operation. Current density limit above which
tissue start being damaged will be considered of jmax = 5µA/cm2. It’s manda-
tory to understand in which voltage ranges a given insulator can be used for
neuron-electronics junctions.
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capacitance density It’s easy to understand that a better capacitive cou-
pling is expected between VJ and VS if the capacitance density cS increases. Re-
membering that the capacitance value is C = 0 kAt , where t is the oxide thickness
and A the capacitor area and k the dielectric constant of the insulator, this result
can be achieved in two ways. A first method would be to reduce oxide thickness:
this is possible but carries along different limitations. In fact, for EOM inter-
faces, when dielectric layer is too thin (< 10nm) direct tunnelling of electrons
from metal to electrolyte can happen for some DC bias and can corrupt either
the oxide surface or the neuronal tissue [5]. Another possibility is to use an insu-
lator with a high dielectric constant, thus increasing the capacitance. The value
settled as acceptable for this work is a capacitance density of cs = 1µF/cm2.
Actually EOM impedance is not treatable only in terms of Ohmic resistances
and capacitors. Especially at high frequencies (1 kHz − 100kHz) interface pa-
rameters which depend on diffusion have a major role and must be taken into
consideration. A detailed discussion of this argument is part of the Chap. 6 and
7.
approximations Model in Eq. (19) can be described with an approximate
formula that holds if the conditions of g0leak << gJ is valid. Together it must be
respected that variations in VJ are fast, weak and small. Fast in this context mean
that cleft signal relaxes in a shorter time compared to intracellular. Without go-
ing into the theoretical details, it can be shown that the junction voltage VJ can
be expressed as a function only of the membrane potential, VM, of ion conduc-
tances, giJM and a ionic parameter, αi. This last value account for the separate
contribution of free and surface-attached ionic channels [55]. If VE = 0V , then
the signal respect Eq. (20) and is capacitively coupled to VS via the substrate
capacitance cs.
VJ =
1
gJ
∑
i
αig
i
JM(VM − V
i
0) (20)
signal ranges LFP signals have an amplitude which vary from 50µV to few
mV and it’s bandwidth vary from 5− 10Hz to 300Hz. Spikes on the other hand,
when measured by means of extracellular currents (See Sect. 2.2.3), ranges from
10µV to 1mV in the bandwidth between 300Hz and 3 kHz [26]. These value are
of course are generic, in mammalians actually the situation is quite worse: it’s
difficult to have LFP signals higher than 500µV with in-vivo measurements. The
same holds for in-vitro measured action potential (especially for hyppocampal
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cultures which are in the order of 200− 300µV). The RMS of a good acquisition
system should range from 40µV to 90µV .
2.2 implantable electrodes
2.2.1 Multi-electrode Arrays
Metal electrodes have a central role in electrophysiology since the beginning
of this branch of research. Usually these probes are fabricated with a thin noble
metal wire, coated with a bio-compatible material that insulates the electrode
surface3. The electrode tip is exposed by removing part of the coat-material
via chemical or mechanical processes. The probe is then surgically inserted in
neuronal tissue and physiological signals can be acquired and amplified.
To improve spatial resolution it’s possible to build multi-wire electrodes, each of
which measures extracellular potential in a specific position. This technology is
known as Multi-Electrode Arrays (MEAs) which can be very flexible about probe
layout design (see Fig. 23). Those silicon as a support that allow various layouts
such the ones depicted in Fig. 24.
There are two main issues related with metal electrode and therefore MEA’s.
Biocompatibility: direct electrical conduction can cause a chemical instability
on long lasting implants and, if strong enough, can damage the analysed
tissue in a very short time. Oxidation of the electrode (and nearby tissue)
can occur and jeopardize a correct functioning. It has been documented
also that chronic metal electrodes undergo to a foreign body response of brain
cells in few weeks 4. The electrode gets encapsulated in what is called a
glial scar, a layer of glial cells that insulate the electrode surface from the
neural tissue[48] inhibiting its ability to record electrical signals.
Readout design: Since every sensor is a passive metal plate, every recording
spot must have it’s read-out wire connected to a pre-amplifier. If no pre-
processing of the signal is performed on the sensor, this lead to huge read-
out cables that are very stiff and difficult to handle. This condition can
be particularly critical when these probes are used in in-vivo experiments,
where the field of view of the operator must be as wide as possible.
3 Platinum for example is a metal widely used: it has the property to let current pass freely across
the metal-electrolyte interface. This way the junction will behave as a resistor [7]
4 Foreign body response is the reaction of a biological tissue when any foreign material interact
with it. Usually cells arrange in a way that insulate chemically the external object from living
tissue
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Figure 23: Examples of MEA’s: (top) SEM image of a single shank MEA probe and its
platinum recording site. Source: Wise et al., 2008 [65].. (bottom) With the
advent of silicon as a substrate for metal electrodes it’s possible to embed
some signal-processing directly on the chip. Output is already amplified
reducing the risk of environmental noise and improving the communication
wiringSource: Ruther, 2015 [53].
Figure 24: Possible layouts of MEAs: from multi-shank electrodes to single shank. Mea-
surements can be performed simultaneously on several spots. Note how,
increasing the number of recording sites, read-out increase proprtionally.
Source: Wise et al., 2008 [65].
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This last property started the path of Active semiconductor probes and Multi-
Transistor Arrays, on which this work will be focused on.
2.2.2 Multi-Transistor Arrays
A Multi-Transistor-Array (MTA) consist in an addressable matrix of transis-
tor pixels that can be interfaced with neurons. This work will study a novel
CMOS-based MTA with various matrices layouts. Implementing microelectron-
ics in implantable sensors allow both an higher spatial and temporal resolution
on neural signals. The main advantage of active semiconductor probes with re-
spect to MEAs, is that a first amplification of the signal is implemented directly
on the matrix pixels. Environmental noise effects are minimized and the ex-
tracted signal quality is improved. Since this technology relies on high-density
microelectronic processes matrices of pixels can be addressable. With a proper
multiplexing stage it’s possible to acquire signal from the whole matrix without
having an amplified channel for every pixel.
2.2.3 Single-unit recording
In-vivo measurements is not the only field in which the MTA technology can
be applied. Electrical activity of neuronal cultures can be measured and char-
acterized. Signal density and synchronization are two example of parameters
that can be measured with proper MTA sensors [35]. In a series of experiments
cured by the author in a project independent from this thesis, cultured network
of hyppocampal by mean of a 128x128 pixels MTA chip [19]. The goal is to un-
derstand how many neurons take part in the network communication. This is
possible via a set of techniques known as spike sorting. From that it’s possible,
via correlation-analysis, to deduce with which probability neurons interact with
each other. This aims to reconstruct what is known as connectivity matrix of the
network that can be considered as a transfer-matrix for neural states 5. These
experiments are conceived into the framework of RAMP Project [58].
5 Being xt the N-dimensional vector that describes N neurons states (for example the value of each
transmembrane potential) at a time t, the system status in (t+ 1) is equal to xt+1 = Zxt, where
Z is the transfer-matrix
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Figure 25: (A) Cultured rat hyppocampal neurons on a 128x128 pixel MTA chip. Sensor
pitch is 8µm. (B-D) it’s possible to see how such neurons have a small soma
(diameter ∼ 15µm). Signal generated by a single AP is usually smaller than
300µV . Source: Lambacher et al., 2011 [35].
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3 ACT IVE CMOS SENSORS
In this chapter the design, structure and fabrication process of C-100-A/CMOS
neurochip is explained. From those information a brief overview on how the
chip was operated is given. The author would like to recall that this part of
the thesis (Chap. 3-5) has been made in collaboration with Ing. Marco Barbetta
which reported some measurements and theoretical discussion in his master
thesis work: “Implantable active high resolution electrodes for real-time field
potential mapping”, [6].
3.1 design
The C-100-A/CMOS needlechip is an implantable probe for in-vivo neu-
ral recording: it’s realized by performing custom top processes on a standard
0.18µM, 1.8V FET CMOS industrial process. The main idea beyond the sen-
sor’s pixel is represented in Fig. 26. A metal plate is connected to the gate of a
sensing transistor that will be called Msense. This FET can be polarized by mean
of a biasing transistor calledMbias. The system is coated with a thin layer of oxide,
providing current insulation and capacitive coupling between the electrolyte and
the underlying transistors. Variations in the extracellular field potential φ(r, t)
modulate the gate voltage VG, therefore, by measuring the drain current of the
Msense transistor, it’s possible to record neuronal activity.
transistor biasing From the pixel structure depicted in Fig. 26 it should
be considered that an input signal will be added to the biasing voltage of the
sensing transistor VG. If a voltage reference is chosen to polarize the FET bias
transistor, the input impedance seen from the signal is low 1: there can’t be
any measured signal in this condition. To overcome this a voltage source that
is capable of maintaining the wanted bias and has an high output impedance
is needed. This is implemented in the Mbias transistor in what is called voltage
biased pseudo-resistor: driven in a sub-threshold region Mbias can drive the gate
voltage value VG by operating on VOP and VOPS. In the chosen configuration the
1 Ideally zero
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Msense
Mbias
VG
Figure 26: Schematics of a single pixel. From top to bottom: TiO2 interface with the ex-
tracellular medium, metallic pad connected to Msense gate, biasing transtor
Mbias and the sensing transitor Msense
voltage applied to VOPS modulates the channel conductance between VOP and
VG
2. In sub-threshold regime those two values must be equal VOP = VG. As we
will further see, this biasing point play a central role in determining the cut-of
frequency of the system.
matrix structure The MTA addressable matrix structure is represented in
Fig. 27. Polarization values VOP and VOPS are common to all pixels. Recordings
from a particular Msense transistor can be performed by properly polarizing the
read-out connections. To avoid crosstalk between channels, every pixel must
have it’s own biasing transistor. Bias strategy and pixel addressing is discussed
at the end of this chapter.
3.2 layout
There are quite few matrix dimensions for the C-100-A needlechip. From
more localized arrays, such as 10x10 and 16x16 pixels, which are used for CSD
studies on LFP signals, to long arrays, such as 4x64 or 2x52 matrices, which
are used to characterize how the signal vary with depth on neural tissue [11].
A survey of available needles layout is given in Fig. 29 while pixel physical
dimension are in Fig. 30. Read-out connections are led from pixels to chip
bonding pads via metallic contacts on the needle shank (see Fig. 31).
2 Which, if not biased, would be a floating node
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Figure 27: Matrix structure of C-100-A/CMOS needlechip. Values of VOP and VOPS are
common to all pixels. Read-out contacts are connected to source and drain
stages of sensing transistors.
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Figure 28: Address lines in a 2x8 pixel chip: it’s a good practice to keep the matrix as
square as possible to reduce read-out contacts.
Table 2: Different matrix options for C-100-A/CMOS needle chips.
Matrix count Matrix size [µm] Pixel pitch [µm]
10× 10 100× 100 / 150× 150 10 / 15
16× 16 160× 160 / 280× 280 10 / 15
2× 50 60× 1960 30× 39.2
4× 64 100× 1000 25× 15.625
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Figure 29: C-100-A/CMOS possible matrix layouts. CMOS technologies introduces a
great flexibility on the possible structure of neurochips.
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Figure 30: C-100-A/CMOS pixel layout. Device size for Msense is 1µm1x 1µm, for
Mbias is 0.3µmx2µm. Msense gate is connected to a 8µmx8µm titanium
nitride (TiN) metallic pad. Maximum pixel pitch is 10µm× 10µm.
Figure 31: C-100-A/CMOS: 10x10 pixel matrix read-out stage. Msense and Mbias tran-
sistors contacts are led to operating electronics by mean of metal wires along
the needle shank.
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Figure 32: C-100-A/CMOS: foundry CMOS process and custom top process are repre-
sented.
3.3 production
The production process of C-100-A/CMOS needles can be divided in four
main parts:
1. Standard CMOS process for the sensor microelectronic structure.
2. Custom top-process to create recording metal spots connected to Msense
gate.
3. Needles etching from silicon wafer.
4. Needle coating with a dielectric insulator film.
3.3.1 CMOS process
Needles are fabricated with a standard 0.18µm CMOS process with four
metal layers. These are used to provide contacts for rows and columns control
lines. A section of the process is sketched in Fig. 32. The entire thickness of
this multi-layer process is 7.3µm [55]. On top of the process 600nm of SiO2 are
deposited.
3.3.2 Custom process
After the CMOS process, windows are etched in the SiO2 surface creating
bonding pads and 8µmx8µm titanium nitride top medal electrodes. This is
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Figure 33: Results of ICP etching on a SiO2 wafer
the sensing part of the C-100-A needlechip. Msense transistor gate is in contact
with the electrode via metal layer interconnection. After this process the wafer
thickness is diminished to 150µm by a backlapping process.
3.3.3 Needle etching
This phase contemplates the needles dicing from the CMOS wafer. This is
done via Inductively Coupled Plasma etching (ICP) which provided a very clean
etch of the sensor with no protruding material from needle sides. This can be
seen in Fig. 33
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Figure 34: Assembled C-100-A/CMOS needlechip
3.3.4 Dielectric ALD
The resulting needles are coated with a thin layer of dielectric material by
mean of atomic layer deposition (ALD). This is a thin film deposition method that
involve multiple steps to be accomplished. It’s based on the reaction between
two alternating chemical vapours (also called precursors). The two precursors
in our case are hydrogen dioxide (H2O) and titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP).
The amount of cycles required for a 30nm TiO2 layer is 600 with a temperature
of T = 270◦C [55]. Once the needle is completed it’s width is 300µm and it’s
thickness is 100µm.
This part is the most important for what concerns neuronal measurements.
Thin dielectric layers are in fact the material by which neural tissue and metal
sensor interact by capacitive coupling. In Sect. 2.1 it was shown how dielectric
properties, such as the capacitance density and the leakage density current, are
two essential parameters for biological applications. Particular focus will be
given to this last process in Chap. 5 and 6 of this work.
3.3.5 Assembly
The needle is finally mounted on a small PCB such the one in Fig. 34. In the
first phase the needle is glued to a PCB provided with a plug connector. This
provides the needed stability to proceed with chip bonding the PCB read-out
contacts. To finalize the procedure and stabilize the connections a dam glue is
used (the "black stain" on the PCB in Fig. 34) [55].
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3.4 operation
To operate the C-100-A/CMOS needle we can control 3 different set of volt-
ages:
1. VSUB: this voltage is referred to the transistor substrate potential.
2. VOP and VOPS: these are responsible for the gate biasing of Msense. When
Mbias is driven in a sub-threshold region we expect VG ' VOP ⇒ VGS(Mbias) =
VOPS − VOP.
3. Vdrain and Vsource: these refer to theMsense transistor and are used to select
and record from a particular pixel among the matrix.
Matrix addressing can be performed with two different methods: in the first
approach drain are connected to columns and sources are connected to rows.
This can be seen in Fig. 35. All rows are kept at a fixed voltage Vsource. The sit-
uation regarding columns is different: the selected column is brought to Vdrain
and all others are kept at Vsource. This way the only active FET is the one for
which VDS 6= 0. The second approach depicted in Fig. 36 drain are connected to
rows and sources are connected to columns.
Those are similar (the MOS transistor is symmetric) and there is no a-priori rea-
son to chose one in spite of the other. An interesting condition arise once its
known how the signal is extracted from the system. Row currents are read by
an array of transimpedance amplifiers. It’s known from literature that when
referenced to ground voltage this kind of amplifier exhibits good properties
such as a better stability and a lower signal noise. With this consideration
a grounded output should be preferred. When it’s more convenient to have
grounded sources the former strategy should be chosen. When drains are prefer-
able to be grounded the latter.
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Vsource
VsourceVsourceVsource Vdrain
Selected column
Figure 35: Bias strategy for addressing a single column in the matrix. Verse of current
is the one expected from an n-MOS transistor
Vdrain
VdrainVdrainVdrain Vsource
Selected column
Figure 36: Alternative bias strategy for addressing a single column in the matrix. Verse
of current is the one expected from an n-MOS transistor
4 DEV ICE S IMULAT ION
In this chapter the C-100-A/CMOS needle behaviour is characterized by
mean of simulations. Results obtained will be compared with standard semicon-
ductor characterization of the chip in the next chapter. Interesting information
about what are the most influencing parameters of needles are discussed.
4.1 device simulation
A single pixel of the chip was simulated in order to evaluate the correct
bias points and to generate descriptive curves to match with real measurements.
This procedure allows a better understanding of device behaviour under various
conditions. Non ideal parameters are added to the pixel structure in order to
evaluate their effect in a short-term implementation of the probe. Simulations
have been performed with the software Cadence c© Virtuoso c© as a schematic
layout editor and SPECTRE for circuit simulation. Software and structures were
kindly provided by the Technische Universität Berlin, department of Sensors and
Actuators.
4.1.1 Preliminary considerations
The suggested bias point from the designer is summarised in Fig. 37 and Tab.
3. It must be taken into account that devices are perfectly symmetrical, so the
definition of a source and drain - as well as its association with row and column
- is arbitrary for what concerns the device itself. Transistor Msense is biased with
Vds = Vgs (diode configuration). This configuration in chosen by experimental
consideration and will be used in both simulations and characterizations. Such
polarization guarantee the saturation mode for the Msense transistor, once polar-
ized with VGS > Vth . By polarizing its gate and drain with the same voltage
reference, less noise is injected in the system rather than using two different
voltage supplies.
Transistor Mbias is kept in deep sub-threshold region and has to sustain the
leakage currents in order to bring Vgg as close as possible to Vop, while offering a
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Figure 37: Suggested biaspoint for the single pixel cell.
Node Voltage [V]
Vcol (Vs) 0
Vrow (Vd) 0.8
Vop 0.8
Vops 0.9
Vsub 0
Table 3: Suggested biaspoint for the single pixel cell.
high output impedance in order not to attenuate signal coupled to Vgg. To evalu-
ate the impact that parasite elements have on the pixel behaviour three different
effects are included: drain leakage current through the substrate, oxide layer
Ohmic resistance with respect to the electrolyte and error due to electrochemical
reference electrode in solution (further analysed in Sect. 5.1). This last effect
accounts for the electrochemical aspects of the system. All simulations will be
performed on n-type CMOS.
The circuit model used for simulations is the one depicted in Fig. 38. Drain
leakage current of the Mbias transistor is modelled as an reverse-biased diode
which accounts for the sub-threshold conduction. The voltage generator Verr
takes into consideration voltage shifts due to the reference electrode with respect
to VOP 1. Finally coating dielectric leakage is described as an Ohmic resistor
Rleak,ox. For the moment a value of Verr ' 0.25V will be considered. This result
will be justified in Sect. 5.1. Leakage impedance of the dielectric film is more
complicated than a simple Ohmic resistor and will be analysed in detail in Chap.
6. For AC analysis its contribution should be taken into account.
1 When we have an interface with two different concentrations of ions a contact potential or battery
effect occur through the electrode surface. This phenomenon is described by the Nernst Equation
discussed in Chap. 1
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Figure 38: Single pixel leakage model
4.2 dc parameters extraction
voltage threshold To determine the voltage threshold a single 1µmx1µm
transistor like Msense was simulated. When a MOSFET is considered in it’s
Ohmic region 2 channel conductivity between drain and source is modulated
via the voltage VGS. The dependence of drain current is expressed in Eq. (21).
Ohmic Region is defined by the condition VGS − Vth > VDS. Please note that,
since Msense transistor are 1µm× 1µm, we are using large channel MOS theory.
ID = Kf
(
W
L
)
[2(VGS − Vth)VDS − V
2
DS] (21)
Where L is the channel length, W the channel width (in the direction per-
pendicular to L) and Kf is called current factor. From semiconductor theory it’s
known that Kf = µnCox/2. Where µn is the charge carrier mobility and Cox is
the capacitance per unit area of the oxide 3 [41].
Simulations were performed with VDS = 100mV to 1.8V ID − VGS figures are
reported in Fig. 41.
Eq. (21) have approximatively a linear dependence on VGS for low values of
VDS and high values of VGS. Selecting the curve with VDS = 100mV and linearly
interpolating data in the VGS > 1V region an estimation of the voltage threshold
can be obtained. The result for a single FET is Vth = 0.62V± 0.03V which is
compatible with the value declared by constructor Vth = 0.60V . This is just one
method out of a selection of possible approaches to this problem: the majority
of whom hold only if the constraint of VDS << VGS is respected [54]
2 Also called triode region
3Cox = /dox = k0/dox
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Figure 39: Simulated ID − VGS characteristics of a 1 × 1µm n-MOS transistor like
Msense with Vds = 0.1− 1.8V .
current factor The current factor Kf can be deduced by the ID− VGS fig-
ures when VDS drives the system in satuation region. The curve with VDS = 1.8V
is taken into consideration. In this case drain current is better described by Eq.
(22).
ID =
Kf
2
(VGS − Vth)
2 ⇒
√
ID =
√
Kf
2
(VGS − Vth) (22)
The linear interpolation is made by fitting
√
ID for values of independent
variable in the range VGS > 1V . Result is depicted in Fig. 40. From this data a
value of Kf = 150± 2µA/V2 is obtained. Threshold voltage can also be evaluated
as the intercept of this linear fit, obtaining a value of VT = 0.55 ± 0.03V. This
estimation is nearly-compatible with the previously determined value (C ' 1.5).
This is therefore a possible method to measure VT when VDS is high. It should
be noted that measured value underestimate the factory nominal value of Vth =
0.6V which compatibility is C =' 1.7. Particular caution must be used on the
domain selection for the linear regression.
transconductance Msense transistor is operated in a diode configuration
due to biasing strategies. This means imposing the constrain VDS = VGS = 0.8V .
Simulation with this condition is performed and results are reported in Fig. 41.
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Figure 40: Simulated square root of ID−VGS characteristics of a 1× 1µm n-MOS tran-
sistor like Msense with Vds = 1.8V .
From figure a transconductance of 40 − 80µS is expected in measured data. This
value is obtained by simple differentiation of the ID− VGS figure. gm =
∂id
∂vg
.
sub-threshold slope Ideally when a MOSFET is biased with VGS < Vth no
current should be allowed to flow between drain and source terminals according
to Eq. (21). This is not true: when working in a sub-threshold range, if VGS is
high enough to create a depletion layer on the semiconductor surface, the device
is said to be working in weak inversion. In this regime the channel charge is lower
than the charge in the depletion region. Drain current contribution from drifting
majority carriers is then negligible. Charge in the depletion layer is related to
the doping of semiconductor substrate. This is usually small and cannot sustain
a drifting current between two terminals. In weak inversion a diffusion current
of minority-carriers flows from drain to source. This behaviour can be described
naively saying that an n-MOS transistor in weak inversion behave as a NPN
bipolar-junction-transistor. Substrate act as the base, source as emitter and drain
as collector [25]. Biasing strategy of the chip rely on this effect. Drain current
in this scenario can be described as a function of VGS: calling Cd the depletion
layer capacitance, Cox the oxide capacitance and that VT = KT/e the final result
is reported in Eq. (23).
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Figure 41: Simulated gm−VGS of a 1µm× 1µmMsense transistor. VGS = VGS = 0.8V
ID = ID0exp
VGS − Vth(
1+ CdCox
)
VT
(23)
Sub-threshold slope Ss−th is a general parameter used describe weak inver-
sion regime of the transistor in semiconductor devices. Its value is defined in Eq.
(24)
Ss−th = log10
(
1+
Cd
Cox
)
VT (24)
By that definition sub-threshold current can be rewritten as in Eq. (25):
ID = ID010
VGS−Vth
Ss−th =
(
ID010
−Vth
Ss−th
)
10
VGS
Ss−th (25)
At standard temperature condition (T = 25oC), ID0 and Ss−th are obtained
by linear regression of drain current logarithm versus VGS. Multiple simulations
with different values of VDS were performed and, as expected, sub-threshold
slope did not depend on this parameter. Results are summarized in Fig. 42 and
obtained numerical values are Ss−th = 94 ± 4mV/dec and Id0 = 1 ± 0.8µA.
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Figure 42: Simulated ID−VGS characteristics of a 1× 1µm n-MOS transistor. Focus on
the subthreshold region, note how it’s not dependent on VDS as we should
expect.
4.3 operating point
In this section important figures of a single pixel are simulated with different
operating point. This will validate whether the manufacturer suggestion is a
realizable circuit state once parasite effects are taken into consideration. This
simulation also will provide information on which functional operating points
the system can reach. While for the MOS simulation a Msense-like transistor was
considered, to perform a whole pixel simulation geometric parameters of single
MOS transistors must be taken into consideration.
1.
(
W
L
)
Mbias
= 0.3µm2µm = 0.15 as from design
2.
(
W
L
)
Msense
= 1µm1µm = 1 as from design
Leakage properties from sensing pad to electrolyte must be accounted. This
effect is modelled by the resistor Roxide = 10GΩ depicted in Fig. 38. This value
is compatible with the Ohmic leakage resistance of thin dielectric films that will
be performed in Chap. 6. Voltages and effects involved into simulation are:
VOP : this tension is the desired Vgg bias voltage for the Msense transistor.
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VOPS : this tension modulates the channel and depletion layer between source
and drain terminals of theMbias transistor. When operated in weak-inversion,
drain voltage should be very close to VOP. Considering Kirchhoff’s law
in drain terminal of Mbias transistor, the current that it must sustain is
ID = Ileak,d − Ileak,ox. Higher this current is, higher must be the voltage
drop between drain and source to create a channel able to draw that cur-
rent. This lead to a lowering in bias stage output impedance, jeopardizing
a proper acquisition of signal. The value of VGS depend on this effect.
Verr : this tension considers the error on VOP due to the half-cell potential of
the reference electrode. This topic will be treated in Sect. 5.1. In next
paragraphs this effect will be addressed as reference error.
gate biasing This simulation takes into consideration both reference error
and parasite elements effects on the theMsense transistor gate biasing. Increasing
the value of VOPS, the voltage drop between drain and source terminals of Mbias
is expected to diminish. This is due to the exponential law of the sub-threshold
conduction and eventually to a triode polarization of Mbias. The interest of this
simulation is to determine for which values of VOPS gate voltage Vgg reaches
the 95% of desired value. The reference error was considered in the range of
Verr = −0.5 . . . 0.5V and is fixed to VOP = 1V . This value is slightly higher
than the one suggested by the manufacturer. This choice was made in order to
achieve an higher transconductance. Results are reported in Fig. 43.
The desired bias voltage of Vgg = Vop = 1V is reached for values of VOPS
sufficiently high. The condition to have Vgg inside the ±5% of the desired value
is achieved for VOPS − VOP > 500mV . This is a much higher value than the
one suggested by the bias point, which is VOPS − VOP = 100mV (see Tab. 3).
This effect present itself also in the drain current of the Msense, due to the fact
that drain current magnitude is sensitive to changes in the gate biasing. This
condition holds also for measurements with reference errors in the range of
Verr = −0.35 . . . 0.35V . Please note how curves with negative reference errors in
Fig. 43 and 44 reach the 95% of desired value for lower Vops − Vop values.
drain current To measure the Msense transistor’s drain current ID the same
condition as the previous simulations are considered: Verr = −0.5 . . . 0.5V and
VOP = 1V . Results are reported in Fig. 44.
Also in this scenario it’s clear that, to have an ID current in the 95% of the
desired range, working point must obey VOPS − VOP > 500mV .
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Figure 43: Simulated Vgg-Vgs,Mbias characteristics of a single pixel cell, with Rleak,ox =
10GΩ, Vop = 1V and −0.5V < Verr < 0.5V . Red line represents ±5% of
desired value. Curves with negative Verr reach the desired value from below.
Positive from above.
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Figure 44: Simulated ID-Vgs,Mbias characteristics of a single pixel cell, with Rleak,ox =
10GΩ, Vop = 1V and −0.5V < Verr < 0.5V . Red line represents ±5% of
plateau current value.
VOP dependence It’s useful to see if this condition is independent of VOP
value. This fact can be checked by simulating the drain current ID of Msense
transistor for various values of VOP = 0 .1 . . . 1 V . The reference error is fixed to
Verr = −200 mV . Results are reported in Fig. 45. As expected, it’ clear from the
picture how the transconductance value is influenced by the gate biasing. The
non-zero current for VOPS = 0 V is related to the presence of reference error
Verr that shifts the Vgg value. Considering the interesting region of currents
the one above 10−2 µA it’s clear that the condition VGS(Mbias) = VOPS −
VOP > 500 mV is still needed to guarantee a correct chip biasing. It’s true
that for smaller values of VOP , reference current is reached for smaller value
of VOPS − VOP . This is due to the smaller leakage through the top dielectric
and its effect on the Mbias transistor. Considering an operative scenario, a user
which is using the probe for in-vivo measurements does not know if the chip
is correctly biased or not, unless adding an additional procedure to an already
involved experiment. It’s clear how the condition VGS(Mbias) > 500 mV is
mandatory to discard this possible problem.
Rleak ,ox dependence A final parameter of investigation is the oxide leakage
resistance Rleak ,ox. The system will be considered in the following simulation:
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the desired gate tension is fixed at VOP = 1 V , reference error is considered
|Verr | = ±200 mV . The resistance varies exponentially from 1MΩ to 10TΩ.
Results curves are summarized in Fig. 46 - 47 and commented in the next section.
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Figure 45: Simulated Id,Msense-Vgs,Mbias characteristics of a single pixel cell, with
Rleak,ox = 10GΩ, Verr = −200mV and 0V < Vop < 1V . Red line repre-
sents 95% of desired value. From top to bottom: first curve has VOP = 1V ,
second VOP = 0.9V and so on until VOP = 0.1V
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Figure 46: Simulated Id,Msense-Vgs,Mbias characteristics of a single pixel cell, with
Rleak,ox = 10GΩ, Verr = −200mV and 0V < Vop < 1V . Red line represents
95% of desired value. Simulated curves from left to right are associated to de-
creasing values in Rleak,ox. The presented behaviour is expected as a lower
resistance implies an higher leakage current, thus an higher potential drop
VDS on bias transistor. Curves are equally spaced due to the exponential law
that regulates bias transistor ID in the weak inversion regime.
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Figure 47: Simulated Id,Msense-Vgs,Mbias characteristics of a single pixel cell, with Verr =
+0.2V , Vop = 1V and Rleak,ox = 1M . . . 10TΩ (right to left) in exponential
progression. Being chosen a positive value for Verr, Msense is biased even
with Vops = 0V .
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4.4 comments and remarks
Simulation on single pixel revealed how much the chip is sensitive to current
leakage parameters. Dielectric ohmic resistance introduces a parasitic effect that
can be partially limited only by increasing the MBias transistor overdrive. Such
choice will reduce both the input impedance seen from Msense gate and, as
further see in dynamical characterization, the accessible bandwidth. Simulation
with a varying value of Rox depict an ideal value of 10 TΩ which will allow us
to lower the Mbias drive voltages to VOPS = VOP + 350mV . Considering a coarse-
grained estimation, if the maximum voltage drop through the oxide is 1V the
current is in the range of pA. Being the sensitive area of a 10x10 1µm pixels
sensor the expected current density is 1 µA
cm2
which is close to our budgetary
limit of 5 µA
cm2
to avoid tissue damage.
5 DEV ICE CHARACTER I ZAT ION
This chapter will discuss how the C-100-A/CMOS needle was characterized
in laboratory. At first DC parameters estimated with simulations are obtained
by mean of experiments. Such values are then considered on a cluster of pixels
and an introductory mismatch analysis is performed. Finally, by mean of two
simple experiments, the effect of biasing on the system bandwidth is explored.
Information gathered from these last two chapters will be used to propose a
working point for the in-vivo application of the probe.
5.1 reference electrode
5.1.1 PBS - electrolyte solution
In this work, all experiments that are performed in presence of electrolyte use
the same solution. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) is a standard electrolyte used
widely in biological sciences. It has the fundamental property of keeping it pH
fixed when electrons are transferred into it by mean of redox reactions.
Salt Concentration (mMol)
NaCl 137
KCl 2.7
Na2HPO4 10
KH2PO4 2Table 4: Phosphate buffered saline: list of solvated salt in electrolyte and their concen-
trations. Solution pH is fixed to 7.4.
5.1.2 Ag|AgCl electrode
In experiments involving the C-100-A/CMOS needle a stable voltage refer-
ence for the electrolyte is needed. Our choice was for an Ag|AgCl pellet elec-
trode such the one depicted in Fig. 49. The electrode and electrolyte can ex-
change charges via the fast redox reaction:
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AgCl+ e− ⇔ Ag(s) +Cl− (26)
Figure 48: Structure of AgCl pellet electrode: a silver bulk is coated with a thin layer of
AgCl and a contact wire allow us to operate the electrode with a voltage sup-
ply. Ideally this is a non-polarizable electrode which does not allow direct
charge transfer to the electrolyte. In practice it allows a small DC current to
be drawn, maintaining a stable contact potential between the electrode and
the solution.
Figure 49: Examples of Ag|AgCl pellet electrodes. The one used as reference electrode
for our measurement is similar to the highlighted one.
When an electrode is submerged in an electrolyte the thermodynamic equi-
librium of the system is perturbed. Ions on the surface of the electrode dissociate
and start to diffuse altering the local concentration in the electrolyte. Difference
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between energy states of the electrode and electrolyte generates the half-cell poten-
tial - a voltage governed by the Nernst equation - that describes the equilibrium
state of the electrode:
E = E0Ag −
RT
F
ln
1
aCl−
' 288mV (27)
Where E0Ag = 222± 4mV is the electrode potential referred to the Standard
Hydrogen Electrode (SHE) [31]. Parameter aCl− = [Cl−]γA is the chemical activity
of chlorine and it consist in the product of Cl− ion concentration with a solution-
specific parameter γa. The numerical value is obtained on a KCl solution with a
concentration of [Cl−] ions similar to PBS [39].
reference stability The value of γA is approximatively 0.5 if the solution
is at T = 25oC and at pH = 7.4 [64]. This result allows a raw estimation of how
stable the voltage reference is during experimentation.
Take into consideration an experiment in which a current Imax = 5µA 1 is
withdrawn from the electrode continuously for three hours. This process will
increase the concentration of chlorine ions Cl− in the solution, thus varying the
contact potential of the reference electrode. Using the second Faraday law of
electrochemistry it’s possible to obtain how many moles of chlorine ions have
added to the solution (t = 3h, F = 96485C/mol):
∆(Cl−)mol =
Imaxt
F
= 6 · 10−7mol (28)
The volume of interested electrolyte is limited and can be estimated of V =
3mL. A simple ratio of the two gives us the variation in molarity:
∆[Cl−] ' 2 · 10−4Mol = 0.2mMol (29)
PBS chlorine ions concentration is approximatively 140mMol. Such a dif-
ference will not cause any problems regarding half-cell potential instabilities 2.
An important thing to address is that our reference introduces a DC shift on
measured voltages that could vary between 250mV to 310mV according to the
Nernst equation ((27)) and the solution parameters. As discussed in Sect. 4.3
this effect must be taken into account when biasing the chip pixels. If this ef-
fect start affecting the quality of measurements, potentiostatic control should be
implemented.
1 As futher discussed in Chap. 6, this value is higher than any leakage current measured in our
experiments.
2 The relative variation of contact potential is ∆EE ' 2h
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5.2 static device characterization
5.2.1 Experimental setup
To perform measurements from a single pixel, a breakout board (photo in
Fig. 51) has been developed. Needle PCB comes with a Molex Pico-Clasp 40-pin
female connector (photo in Chap. 3 Fig. 34). The same connector is provided
on the board and a set of dip-switches allow the selection of a single FET from
the matrix. The read-out stage consist in a parallel port (DB25) which is then
connected to the DAQ stage. According to the selected dip-switches it’s possible
to define a bias strategy as previously discussed in Sect. 3.4. The board is
conceived to have only 4 output channels referred to common ground. Reference
voltages are reported in Fig. 50: Vdrain = 0V and Vsource = Vsub. In such way
only Vop, Vops, Vdrain (called Vrow in Fig. 51) and Vsub are up to the user decision.
With this setup, only a single row at time is amplified and a single pixel is
registered, being the selected row connected to a transimpedance amplifier. All
other rows are connected directly to the reference Vdrain and therefore cannot
contribute to the signal.
Figure 50: Schematics of the voltages applied to a pixel in our condition of mea-
surement. Note the red link that impose the constraint Vsub = Vsource..
Grounded gate configuration is obtained by imposing VOP = 0V , thus limit-
ing the voltage drop from gate to electrolyte. Grounded drain Vdrain = 0V
will allow a better noise level on transimpedance amplifiers. Note how
this voltage can be supplied by only one generator, thus reducing the noise
sources. From this condition a diode-configuration arises, where VDS = VGS
for the Msense transistor.
The four output of the board are connected to the four SMU of an Agilent
c©4156C Parameter Analyzer via a custom-made DB25 male connector. Also a
specific shielded three-axial to two-axial cables converter was implemented to
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Figure 51: Breakout board used to address single pixels during experiments. The chan-
nel selection is possible via the two dip-switches.
reach the instrument. Acquisition were performed with the software Rreact c©
[46] which was interfaced to the instrument via a USB-to-GPIB connector. The
chip was kept inside a box of cast iron that provided shielding from environ-
mental noise and light.
0V Vsub
Selected column
Selected row
0V 0V
0V
0V
0V
0V
Figure 52: Example of the applied bias strategy for addressing a single column in the
pixel. Current verse is the one expected for an N-MOS device
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5.2.2 DC parameters
DC parameters of the chip are estimated. To perform such a task the Mbias
transistor was polarized in a strong-inversion state: from this condition there is
a good confidence that Vgg = VOP on the transistor Msense. This phenomenon
was previously discussed in Sect. 4.2, in the framework of simulations. Leakage
effects are neglected in this scenario, their contribution will be further evaluated.
grounded gate measurements Leakage current from the sensing metal
pad through the dielectric film is expected. In order to minimize this effect, elec-
trolyte voltage is brought as close as possible to the gate bias value. During this
characterization the needle was submerged in solution (PBS) and the electrolyte
was grounded by mean of an Ag|AgCl pellet electrode. The bias strategy chosen
does not allow direct measurements of Msense transistor ID −VG figures, due to
the fact that Msense transistor is working in diode configuration (VDS = VGS). A
simple summary of the protocol used is given below:
1. The desired gate voltage is connected to ground VOP = 0V while the con-
trol voltage is fixed at VOPS = 1V (> Vth).
2. Due to the first condition (VOP = 0V) Vsub and Vsource will be negative.
3. Technically measurements are done with reference to Vdrain while Vsub
varies from 0V to −1.8V . For the sake of clarity measurements will be
reported in the classical reference of Vsub = 0V .
4. The needle chosen is a 10x10 pixel N-mos chip with a 20nm TiO2 coating.
Its catalog number is 0177. Of all pixels, the (5,5) was selected for single-
transistor characterization. In Fig. 52 the bias strategy is sketched.
5. Device biasing is performed uniquely by the Agilent c©4156C 4SMU Pa-
rameter Analyzer.
results Unfortunately by bias strategy pixels are forced in the VDS = VGS
condition. This is a quite limiting constraint in regard of DC parameters estima-
tion from the ID−VG curve (especially the threshold voltage value VT ) [54]. The
first acquisition is reported in Fig. 53.
From this curve it’s possible to measure the current factor of the chip by
performing the same analysis made in Sect. 4.2. The square root of current is de-
picted in Fig. 54. The value obtained from the linear regression is Kf = 75 ± 1µA.
This is not compatible with the one deduced by the simulations. This effect can
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Figure 53: Acquisition on the 0177 chip. ID − VG characteristic with VDS = VGS
be seen in Fig. 55 where both simulated and measured data are depicted. A
justification for this huge difference is still under investigation. A possible expla-
nation could come from the fact that simulations were performed on a single FET
rather than a bigger ensemble. Matrix structure was not taken into account. Ele-
ments in the sensor that should be off (for a non selected pixel VDS = VGS = 0V)
probably drive some current, lowering the response of the system. This hypoth-
esis is still under testing and further experimentations as well as simulations are
required.
Recalling the procedure in Sect. 4.2 from this figure its possible to give an es-
timation of the threshold voltage VT . Using the maximum slope regression line
the value obtained is VT = 0.55 ± 0.04V. This estimation is nearly-compatible
with the one simulated with a compatibility C ' 1.4. Obtained value can be con-
sidered reliable, taking into account voltage constraints that forbid us to perform
any better estimation. Considering the difference of previous two estimations of
VT performed on simulated data, it’s legitimate to assume that this method un-
derestimates the actual value of threshold voltage. This introduces a systematic
error and therefore can’t be used for mismatch analysis of VT .
The value obtained for sub-threshold slope, once interpolating the curve
in the weak-inversion area, is Ss−th = 84 ± 4mV/dec. This value is nearly-
compatible with the one predicted from simulations with a compatibility C '
1.7.
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Figure 54: Measured square root of the ID − VG curve with VDS = VGS. Linear inter-
polation was calculated for VG > 0.8V and maximum for VG > 0.6V
Figure 55: Simulated √ID −VG curve for a Msense-like transitor and the experimental
curve of Fig. 54
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Figure 56: Measured ID − VG curve, focus on the sub-threshold area. Sub-threshold
slope regression is shown. VDS = VGS
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Figure 57: Measured transconductance of the Msense(5,5). VDS = VGS
transistor.
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5.2.3 Mismatch
Good matching between the parameters of single pixels in a matrix is an im-
portant issue, especially when considering the implementation of a multiplexer
to record from multiple sites. Considering two FETs with different parameters
(such as current factor), when an hypothetical multiplexer switch from one to the
other a sudden jump ∆ID happens to drain current. The DC signal is coupled in
AC to the amplifier and this DC bias is out of the ADC range. If the DC jump is
not into the sensitive interval of the amplifier this last one will saturate, corrupt-
ing the recording and thus the signal de-multiplexing. This section will cover
just few steps into this argument, which is of extreme importance for the correct
acquisition of neuronal signals with the C-100-A/CMOS needlechip. No mod-
elling of the phenomenon is pursued, and some potential issues are addressed
to further researches.
experimental setup The experimental setup is identical to the one used
for IV characterization. Needle no. 0177 is biased with the Agilent c©4156C
Parameter Analyser. The subset of pixel depicted in Fig. 58 is chosen:
Figure 58: Cluster of selected pixels for mismatch testing. Chip no. 0177
Measurements are then performed and every transistor input characteristic
is recorded as in previous experiment. DC parameters are then extracted and
analysed.
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Figure 59: Measured ID − VG for 20 different pixels. VDS = VGS. Chip no. 0177
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Figure 60: Sub-threshold focus on measured ID−VG for 20 different pixels. VDS = VGS.
Sub-thresold slope of the (5,5) pixel in red. Chip no. 0177
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Figure 61: Square root of measured ID − VG for 20 different pixels. VDS = VGS. Chip
no. 0177. Maximum slope and linear fit refer to the (5,5) pixel. The mean
value of threshold voltage is Vth = 0.554V ± 1(stat)mV .
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Figure 62: Measured transconductance for 20 different pixels. VDS = VGS. Chip no.
0177
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results The statistical distribution of Kf values is of particular interest. This
parameter is the most important among all the others because it’s strictly linked
to the drain current value. The scenario depicted in Fig. 63 is quite puzzling for
semiconductor sciences: two different values of Kf seems to be more probable
on the same chip, introducing a systematic error in the measured current. This
statement needs an higher statistics to be confirmed, but analysing the distribu-
tion of Kf values among rows an column a pattern arises. Row have slightly
higher current factors than columns: this applies also to the (5, 5) pixel which
was measured twice. Considering this effect the deviation could be related to a
time-dependent systematic behaviour of either the instrumentation or device.
Sub-threshold voltage parameters and threshold voltage VT are not discussed.
The first does not have any major role in the correct operation of the chip:
it’s variance bring negligible contributions to the signal when compared to the
current factor. Threshold voltage on the other hand cannot be taken into con-
sideration because the method of calculation doesn’t seem to be reliable and
probably induces a systematic underestimation of the real value (see Fig. 61).
Clearly these last justifications are under research and mismatch analysis was
just scratched by this work.
In Fig. 65 it’s possible to see how current ID changes with pixel position. Along
the same row it’s pretty straightforward to calculate the maximum current jump.
This is |∆ID| < 4µA, about 6% of the average current value. In order to per-
form multiplexing, this variation must be under the compliance threshold of the
amplifier. Parameters ans issues encountered during this analysis need further
investigations to be properly treated.
5.2.4 Bias point
As seen in simulations, maintaining the chip biased to a desired value of
VOP = Vgg is not a simple task. Not always it is sufficient to keep the transis-
tor Mbias in a sub-threshold region, and a compromise between impedance and
signal quality is needed. In this section focus will be given to the impact that a
differentMbias state have on the final ID of theMsense transistor. These measure-
ments aim to verify in which range of VOPS and VOP can be operated to correctly
bias the gate Vgg.
experimental setup Needles no. 0177 and 0021 were used as samples. The
first has a 20nm and the second 60nm TiO2 coating layer. Both are n-MOS
based. Chips are attached to the break-out board which is connected to the
parameter analyser such as in previous experiments. Two condition of testing
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Figure 63: Measured transconductance for 20 different pixels. VDS = VGS. Chip no.
0177
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Figure 64: Measured current factor Kf for 20 different pixels. VDS = VGS. Division in
rows and columns: note how the (5, 5) pixel exibiths two different values.
Chip no. 0177
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Figure 65: Measured current ID for 20 different pixels. VDS = VGS. Chip no. 0177.
Currents are considered the maximum gate voltage allowed by the CMOS
process VG = 1.8V .
were chosen: dry and wet device. The former was performed on the needle
alone without any electrolyte bath: in this configuration we expect the lower
leakage possible via dielectric layer. The top electrode capacitor is floating in this
instance and measured values refer to the underlying CMOS standard process.
The latter condition is realized by submerging the needle in PBS that was kept at
a fixed potential by a standard pellet Ag|AgCl electrode. In Fig. 66 it’s possible
to see the experimental setup for wet device. All measurements were performed
inside a cast iron box to avoid environmental interference.
method To measure the sensitivity to biasing variation the Msense transistor
was polarized with different gate voltages VGS. The substrate is hold at the de-
sired voltage Vsub = −VGS. Measurements are performed in a grounded gate
condition, thus VOP = Vel = 0V , where Vel is the voltage applied by the parame-
ter analyser to reference electrode. For each selected value of Vsub (and therefore
VOP) sweeps were performed on VOPS from 0V to 0.8V . Msense transistor drain
current was measured: from it’s variation an estimation whether the gate bias
is correct or not can be deduced. As for simulated data, the worst case scenario
will be chosen as descriptive of the situation. It’s useful to remember that in an
ideal situation VGS(Mbias) = VOPS − VOP, which becomes VGS(Mbias) = VOPS if,
as in our condition VOP = 0V .
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Figure 66: Experimental setup for wet needle characterization: device is hold in place
by mean of a third hand and submerged in a small volume of PBS solution.
It’s possible to see the Ag|AgCl pellet electrode right next to the sensor.
Chip no. 0177
results - dry device Measurements are reported in Fig. 67 and Fig. 68.
To reach at least 95% of the plateau current, and therefore having Vgg close to
VOP, controlling voltage VOPS must be unexpectedly high: VOPS & 0.75V. This
condition holds for all studied values of VSUB which were −0.5V , −0.75V and
−1V . A possible explanation for this result can be found when considering pixel
structure. Leakage currents to the substrate might be greater than expected and
part of the Msense gate current might be absorbed by other parts of the circuit
rather than Mbias drain terminal. A possible reason for Kf deviation from the
simulated values 3 could be imputed also to this effect. A negative shift to Vgg
bias led to a lower value of transconductance and therefore to a lower value of
KF. These measurements and effects are sill being investigated.
results - wet device Measurement curves are reported in Fig. 69 Fig. 70.
Voltage needed to reach 95% of the desired Vgg in this case is slightly lower. For
chip no. 0177 a voltage of VOPS = 0.6V can be considered a good choice by
looking at the data in Fig. 70 and Fig. 71.
This value is different from the one estimated with simulation ( VOPS−VOP =
0.5V) and tells us that biasing of sensing transistor is not operated by the Mbias
FET when in weak-inversion regime but rather in the area between sub-threshold
and triode region. The leakage current from the gate to the electrolyte actu-
3 Physical measurements of this parameter were about 50% less of it’s simulated counterpart. See
Sect. 4.2.
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Figure 67: Measured ID − VGS characteristic of a dry pixel. VOP = 0.5, 0.75, 1V . Red
line represents 95% of desired value. Chip no. 0177.
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Figure 68: Measured ID(Msense) − VGS(Mbias) for a single dry pixel. VOP =
0.5, 0, 75 , 1V . Red line represents 95% of desired value. Chip no. 0177.
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ally seems to compensate in part the effect of gate-substrate current, lowering
the voltage needed to correctly bias the sensor. Being the device working in a
grounded-gate configuration, the leakage through top oxide is also minimized:
this configuration was chosen among many others, this sensitivity to leakage
phenomena is clearly a limitation in the chip possibilities. Any bias choice that
increases the magnitude of this phenomenon will need higher VOPS − VOP val-
ues. Wet measurement taken from no. 0021 chip is reported in Fig. 71 and Fig.
72.
This device is provided with a 60nm TiO2 insulator layer that should allow
a better surface insulation. It’s straightforward to see that with this chip the
desired value of Vgg is reached for VOPS ' 0.55V . Unfortunately no dry charac-
terization for this chip is available. More investigation is needed to understand
properties of EOM interfaces. Also a more clear framework regarding CMOS
process leakage parameters would be helpful.
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Figure 69: Measured ID(Msense) − VGS(Mbias) for a single pixel in wet condition.
VOP = 0.5, · , 1V . Red line represents 95% of desired value. Chip no. 0177.
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Figure 70: Measeasured √ID(Msense) − VGS(Mbias) for a single pixel in wet condi-
tion. VOP = 0.5, · , 1V . Red line represents 95% of desired value. Chip no.
0177. From this figure its clear how a condition of VOPS − VOP > 600mV is
mandatory in the worst case scenario.
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Figure 71: Measeasured ID(Msense) − VGS(Mbias) for a single pixel in wet condition.
VOP = 0.5, · , 1V . Red line represents 95% of desired value. Chip no. 0021.
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Figure 72: Measeasured √ID(Msense) − VGS(Mbias) for a single pixel in wet condi-
tion. VOP = 0.5, · , 1V . Red line represents 95% of desired value. Chip no.
0021. From this figure its clear how a condition of VOPS − VOP & 550mV is
mandatory in the worst case scenario.
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5.3 dynamic device characterization
In this section a dynamical characterization of the chip is attempted. This
is not a full AC analysis but rather an estimation of how pixels behave in dif-
ferent polarizations and the extraction of few useful parameters regarding fre-
quency behaviour. Complete frequency analysis and noise characterization will
be performed by the author in a post-thesis project. Two arguments will be ad-
dressed in this section: pixel time constants and frequency response to various
bias points. In the first section on-set and down-set time of a single pixel is mea-
sured. In second section effect of different bias points is evaluated by performing
a square-wave test.
Figure 73: Experimental setup for wet needle characterization: needle was taken in
place with a third hand. It’s possible to see the Ag|AgCl wire electrode
right next to the sensor. Chip no. 0177. Measurement performed in PBS.
5.3.1 Experimental setup
The setup in this case was rather simple. Chip in analysis was connected to
the breakout board as depicted in Fig. 73. Electrolyte was kept at a fixed voltage
by mean of a standard Ag|AgCl wire electrode. The readout stage as well as
the biasing were controlled by a National Instrument PXIe4141 precision fast
SMU board. This object is equipped with 4 SMU capable of sampling signal at
600kS/s with a current resolution of 10 pA. Breakout board is connected to the
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4 SMU by a DB25 parallel cable. The overall system was piloted by a custom
made program written in National Instruments LabView c©.
Figure 74: Photo of PXIe4141 precision fast SMU board [Source: National Instruments]
5.3.2 Pixel time constants
On-set and down-set time of pixels are evaluated: to perform this measure-
ment needle no. 0021 with 60nm of TiO2 coating was selected. Measure-
ments of discharge time were taken in three different conditions: dry, wet with
VOPS = 0.3V and wet with VOPS = 0.5V . Charge time is measured only in wet
condition. The configuration chosen is: Vsub = −1, VOP = VROW = 0V . To
trigger Msense transistor down-set VOPS was switched from 0.5V (or 0.3V) to
0V . To estimate pixel discharge time the square root of Msense drain current
was considered. On the other hand charge time of the transistor was evaluated
starting with the previous working point (VOPS = 0.5V or 0.3V). A sudden step
of 10mV was then applied to VOP and the ID current reassessment is evaluated.
results Results are summarized in Fig. and Fig.R˙ise time (10%-90%) is tr =
4.4ms from which τr = tr/2.2 = 2ms. In dry condition fall time is quite longer:
this is not a particular issue since, with the sensing capacitor floating the overall
capacitance is different in air than in electrolyte. For wet devices the discharge
time can be evaluated (90%-10%) tf = 1.5ms from whom the result τf = tf/2.2 =
0.7mV . In an ideal device the rise time should be smaller than the fall time: a
model for AC behaviour should be developed in order to understand whether
the system presents resistive components that can contribute to the difference in
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rise and fall time. These two regard almost certainly the oxide leakage resistance
and the chip output impedance [6].
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Figure 75: AC response to ∆VOP = 10mV . Charge time is deduced by the square root
of this signal. Chip no. 0021
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Figure 76: AC response to the transition from VOPS = 0.5 − 0.3V to VOPS = 0V . Mea-
surement performed in three different configurations. Discharge time is de-
duced by the square root of this signal. Chip no. 0021
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5.3.3 Frequency response
Frequency response of the system is the most important characterization
needed for this kind of technology: knowing how a chosen bias point act on the
overall bandwidth can determine whether some acquisitions can be performed
or not, depending on the interest signal bandwidth. Two different methods were
used to achieve such a goal. First a standard characterization was performed:
the output current was measured while the transistor gate was stimulated with
a sinusoidal tension and modifying the transistor gain.
method The chip no. 0021 (60nm of TiO2 dielectric layer) was selected. Setup
is almost identical to the one used for pixel time characterization. The input
signal was injected on the bath electrolyte with the Ag|AgCl electrode via an
Agilent c©Trueform Signal Generator. The chosen working point for the tran-
sistor is Vsub = 0V and VOP = 0V . Measurements with two different values
of VOPS (0.3V and 0.5V) are performed. Frequency was swept manually from
few hertz to almost 2 kHz. The amplitude of output current is recorded. Data is
reported in Fig. 77.
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Figure 77: Measured frequency response of a single pixel.
results It’s possible to see how the modulation of Mbias alter drastically the
lower cut-off frequency of the system. This can be easily explained, in fact by
recalling the structure of a single pixel in Fig. 78 the time constant of the circuit
is related to theMsense MOS oxide capacitance Cox, sensor dielectric capacitance,
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and the resistance Rbias of the bias transistor as seen fromMsense gate. While the
oxide thickness depends uniquely on the industrial process Rbias can be modu-
lated by the user changing VSUB and VOPS. From experiment increasing VOPS
cut-off frequency quickly rises limiting our bandwidth. Data reported in figure
77 show how for VOPS = VOP + 300mV = 300mV the lower cut-off frequency
is of about 5Hz. Increasing gain by switching to VOPS = 500mV the cut-off fre-
quency increases to 100Hz. Gain is higher in this situation, due to the fact that
Msense gate tension is higher. This effect sets us in the position to choose between
signal gain and cut-off frequency. If its value is high enough it can forbid us to
measure determinate physiological signals. LFP for example has low-frequency
components ( 5Hz < f < 300Hz). Working point with VOPS = 500mV cannot be
applied in this case, VOPS = 300mV on the other hand seems a more reasonable
solution.
Figure 78: Mbias channel together with sensor dielectric andMsense oxide capacitance
can influence the pixel cut-off frequency.
5.3.4 Square-wave response
It’s known from literature that the Fourier transform of square wave consist
in an infinite sum of odd harmonics with amplitude inversely proportional to
harmonic number, and therefore frequency [62]. The response of an amplifier
to this kind of signal can give hints on it’s limitation and cut-off frequency. In
this situation the test is used more for a qualitative evaluation of effects noted in
previous experiment.
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experiment setup The chip no. 0021 (60nm of TiO2 dielectric layer) was
measured. Experimental setup for this test is identical to previous frequency
testing. The signal injected is a square wave.
method Transistor were biased with VSUB = −1 and different values of VOPS
were used. Signal generated by the Agilent c©Trueform Signal Generator was a
2mVpp @ 3Hz square wave. Msense drain current variation are registered.
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Figure 79: Measured AC response of single pixel in chip no. 0021. to a 2mVpp @ 3Hz
square wave. Different values of VOPS were chosen.
result Results are reported in Fig. 79. As expected by changing Mbias po-
larization the cut-off frequency varies drastically. For high Mbias overdrive val-
ues the response is extremely narrow: lower frequencies are filtered and only a
higher frequency component survive. For VOPS = 300÷ 400mV the response de-
cays over the time of a stimulus. Low frequencies are not (particularly) filtered:
cut-off and input frequency can be considered of the same order of magnitude.
5.4 comments and remarks
This chip has many limitations in both static and dynamic performance.
Many shortcomings were found and further investigation is clearly needed. Fur-
ther research is needed to understand how effects such as mismatch, bias point
considerations and dielectric leakage (which properties will be part of the next
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two chapters) are generated and if it’s possible to improve the sensor operability
by taking into account their contribution.
Nevertheless measurements provided precious information in how to operate
the sensor in a functional way and a bias point is proposed, taking also full
advantage of in-vivo measurements experiences.
Node Voltage [V]
Vcol (Vs) -1
Vrow (Vd) 0
Vop 0
Vops 0.3÷0.4
Vsub -1
Table 5: New biaspoint for the single pixel cell, as a result of analysis and characterisa-
tion. n-MOS transistor.
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6 EOM INTERFACES
As seen from both simulations and acquisitions current leakage through the
metal oxide is one of the most important parameters to characterize and under-
stand this system. In the next two chapters a quick introduction on the electro-
chemical aspect to these effects is attempted. Particular focus is given to high-k
noble metal oxides in order to find possible alternatives to TiO2 as coating ma-
terial. Initial characterization performed is based on standard semiconductor
techniques like current-voltage (IV) and capacitance-voltage (CV). Such curves give
information on which voltage range it’s safe to operate without tissue damage
and with high capacitive coupling.
As discussed in previous chapters the current density considered poisonous
is jmax = 5µA/cm2. Desired capacitance density for dielectric layer is cox =
1µF/cm2.
6.1 electrochemistry
Characterization of metal oxide films is a well known electrochemical prob-
lem. This interest is usually related to phenomenon of corrosion for industrial
application such as metallurgy and surface coating against deterioration. The
insulating properties of oxides, which from an electronic point of view can be re-
lated to a high impedance, inhibits the direct charge transfer (DC current, called
in electrochemistry Faradic process) from electrode to solution. This property is
also known as ideal polarized electrode (IPE): no direct charge transfer happens
between oxide and electrolyte. This of course is an idealized behaviour and, as
further discussed, its validity is limited to a specific range of voltages. Outside
those boundaries electrode starts conducting DC current by mean of chemical
reactions. On the electrode, both surface adsorption and diffusion of ions from
the electrolyte can occour, these are the non-faradic processes that do not connect
directly with charge transfer but rather with energy of ions in the solutions. A
brief discussion about the mechanisms of conduction is needed in order to justify
and comprehend the experimental approach and the results.
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Figure 80: Electrical double layer structure. IPH is considered a stiff layer of slovent
molecules that forbid the majority of diffused ions to be adsorbed by the
surface. Specifically adsorbed ions can bond with surface structure, if high
enough this effect can change EOM electrical properties. OHP consist in
freely diffusing ions that are subjected to electrostatic interactions due to
metal charge displacement. Source: Bard and Faulkner, 1980 [7].
6.1.1 Electrical Double Layer
When considering an IPE it’s straightforward to understand that when a
charge displacement happens on one side, interface will behave roughly as a
capacitor. In Fig. 80 the situation considered is an IPE made by the direct con-
tact between metal and electrolyte. On the metal side charge displacement is
quantified by the value qm. This represents either an excess or vacancy of elec-
trons in an electrostatic framework. Electrolyte anions and cations arrange next
to the electrode surface in order to maintain thermodynamic equilibrium of the
system. This results in an electrical double layer: an ordered ensemble of ions that
convey the capacitive behaviour of the system. While classical capacitors value
do not change with the applied voltage, the electrical double layer capacitance
Cd varies with polarization.
The electrolyte side of the electrode can be described by a set of parallel lay-
ers, made up by ions as depicted in Fig. 80. It’s possible to consider two main
contributions to this effect: inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and outer Helmholtz
plane (OHP). The former consist in a compact layer of solvent molecules (in our
experiments water) and specificallyadsorbedions next to the electrode surface.
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The latter on the other hand considers accumulation of freely moving ions be-
yond the IPH plane. While ions in the IPH are quite restrained, particles in the
second layer are allowed to drift freely following electrostatic interactions: this
layer is called also diffuse layer. Charge displacement respect the capacitance law
in Eq. (30), where σm is charge density in metal and σi + σd are charge density
in the IHP and OHP respectively [7].
σm = σi + σd (30)
6.1.2 Gouy-Chapman-Stern Theory
Electrical double layer structure can be described by the Gouy-Chapman-
Stern theory 1. This approach is based of the above mentioned condition of
having a stable layer and a diffusive layer. In a dilute solution the electrolyte
volume involved to compensate a charge displacement might be significant. An
approach based on Maxwell-Boltzmann statistical mechanics and on the classic
Poisson’s equation of electromagnetism allow us to describe the electrostatic po-
tential φ(x) in the electrolyte. A full discussion about the theoretical models un-
derlying this phenomenon is beyond the purpose of this work: basic results and
concept are discussed. Equation (31) holds for symmetrical electrolytes: solution
on which only a specimen of cation and anion is present with concentration n0
[7].
∂φ(x)
∂x
= −
√
8KBn0
0
sinh
zeφ
2KBT
(31)
Where KB is Boltzmann’s constant, z the unit charge of ions and  is the electric
permittivity of the solution. One of the main limitations of this model is the pre-
diction of surface differential capacitance value. Calling φ0 the potential value
on electrode surface and n0 ions concentration of solution, it’s possible to write
charge density as:
σM = −σS =
√
8KBn00 sinh
zeφ0
2KBT
(32)
Differential capacitance Cd is the derivative of Eq. (32). For high values
of φ0 the capacitance value diverges quickly: this is due to the fact that in the
Gouy-Chapman model ions span the whole space and do not have any limitation
regarding how close they can be to the electrode [7].
1 Results of this theory are related to electrodes which exhibit non-faradic behaviour. The specific
case of Metal-Oxide based electrodes will be discussed in next section
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Figure 81: Faradic (DC currents) and non. faradic processes in a EOM electrode. Source:
Corna, 2015 [14]..
CDL =
dσM
dφ0
=
√
2z2e2n00
KBT
cosh
zeφ0
2KBT
(33)
This problem was overcome by Stern which limited ionic diffusion introduc-
ing the concept of Stern layer which is the above mentioned IHP (see Fig. 80).
With this boundary condition, with a forbidden layer of thickness x2 on electrode
interface, the overall differential capacitance can be written as:
1
CDL
=
x2
0
+
1√
20z2e2n0(KBT)−1 cosh(zeφ0(2KBT)−1)
=
1
CS
+
1
CH
(34)
Where CH is called Helmholtz capacitance. This value depends on many fac-
tors: the ion concentration in the solution, electrode surface potential φ0 and
temperature T . Stern layer capacitance CS on the other hand is voltage indepen-
dent.
6.1.3 Metal oxide electrodes
The electrical behaviour of thin dielectric layer will be the subject of analy-
sis for the next two chapters. Depending on voltage drop between bulk and
electrolyte, they can either behave as an non-polarizable electrode, where DC
current is driven through the oxide, or polarizable electrode, where the only
contribution is non-faradic currents and capacitive behaviours. The situation is
summarized in Fig. 81.
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Figure 82: Electrode-limited and bulk-limited conduction mechanisms that can con-
tribute to charge transport through coating layer. Source: Chiu, 2014 [12].
The current-voltage curve in Fig. 81 can be related to the triggering of a
particular redox reaction between the electrode and the ionic species in the elec-
trolyte. The condition for this to happen is addressed in next two paragraphs.
conduction in dielectrics To sustain a redox reaction a dielectric must be
in the condition to transfer electrons from the metal contact to sites where it takes
place. This is allowed by mean of many effects that can be mainly classified in
two classes: when the conduction is depends by the properties of metal-oxide-
electrolyte interface it will considered an electrode-limited conduction mechanism.
When the property depends on the dielectric itself, bulk-limited conduction mech-
anism will be considered [12]. A list of possible physical effects that can concur
to electron transfer reactions is depicted in Fig. 82. It’s not in the purpose of this
work to go into detail of every effect. A brief description of the main contributors
is given below.
Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling This effect depends uniquely on law of quan-
tum mechanics. When the voltage drop between metal and electrolyte rises,
a proportional band-shift appears in the dielectric insulator. If the shift is
high enough, incident electrons can pass though the barrier via tunnel ef-
fect.
Schottky or Thermionic Emission This mechanism is based off a thermal
excitation of electrons in the metal contact. An electron energetic enough
manage to get over the potential barrier and then move into the oxide. This
effect is amplified when a voltage is applied to the dielectric layer (when
electrolyte is at a lower voltage respect to the metal).
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Poole-Frenkel emission This mechanism is quite similar to the Thermionic
Emission: an electron is excited thermally to overcome the dielectric po-
tential barrier. Impurities in semiconductor processes introduces traps in
the insulator conduction band. Potential energy of the electron can be re-
duced by an applied electric field across the dielectric film. This reduction
increases the probability for electron to be thermally excited out of the trap
back into the conduction band of the dielectric.
site-binding model Gouy-Chapman-Stern model describes charge displace-
ment in the electrolyte due to a potential drop. In this scenario there is no
consideration for chemical reactions that may occur at the electrode-electrolyte
interface. Such reactions can lead to a net charge presence at the insulator’s
interface and must be taken into account [64, 66]. These effects are taken into
consideration by the site-binding model or site-dissociation model. Oxide surface
is supposed to be provided by a discrete set of amphoteric molecular sites: this
means that they can be either neutral (with charge 0), proton acceptors (charged
positively) and donor (charged negatively). Model for water oxide interface is
sketched in Fig. 83. A necessary assumption that must be made is that these
reactions take place inside the IPH 2. Solvated ions have a water shell 3 that in-
hibits them to come close to the oxide surface more than the OHP 4 limit (with
exception to specifically adsorbed ions). As depicted in Fig. 83 reaction at oxide
surface is driven by small ions such hydrogen H+ and hydroxyl ions OH− that
are not blocked by the OHP [64] and can diffuse inside the IPH. Calling A the
insulator material in consideration (for example TiO2 or HfO2) the two reactions
which regulates the surface charge of the dielectric are the following:
AOH AO− +H+s (35)
AOH+H+s  AOH+2 (36)
In these two equation AOH represent the neutral site, AO− the negative (de-
protonated) site and AOH+2 the positive (protonate) site [34]. These reaction hap-
pen in a very short time by a mechanism called fast protonation (which reaction
time is 5 ÷ 10ns [59] . The dielectric surface potential φ0 depends on the lo-
cal concentration of hydrogen an hydroxyl ions [H+] and [OH−] near the oxide
surface rather than bulk electrolyte concentration.
2 Inner Helmholtz Plane
3 Please note that water is a polar molecule and will arrange around charged ions following
electrostatic interactions.
4 Outer Helmholtz Plane
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electron transfer reaction The interface between dielectric and electrolyte
can be subjected to Faradic (DC) currents as previously discussed. The mecha-
nism by which it’s possible to is called electron transfer reaction. Regulated by
the relative position of metal oxide Fermi’s level and reduction (or oxidation)
levels in the electrolyte, this effect is the main responsible current flow in EOM
interfaces [5]. In Fig. 84 the three possible situations obtainable are described.
From this theoretical approach a diode-like I-V curve is expected. The electrode
exhibit non-faradic processes for a wide range of voltages in which charge trans-
fer does not occur and measured current is (almost) purely capacitive, governed
by the Gouy-Chapman-Stern capacitance and site-binding model. Above a given
threshold, independent from oxide thickness5, electron transfer is initiated and
redox reaction take place in the electrolyte. This phenomenon does not imply
surface properties to be changed, thus no major figure modification is expected
when multiple I-V curves are acquired. The reaction which regulates the Faradic
currents in EOM interface is water electrolysis [52, 5]. The reaction half-reactions
of interest for this interfaces are summarized in Eq. (37) and Eq. (38). Please
note that these two equations, even though referring to the same overall reaction
2H2O → 2H2 +O2, represents two different redox processes mediated either by
H+ (acid) or OH− (base) ions [27]. Electron transfer phenomena related to these
processes are depicted in Fig. 84.
Cathode (base, reduction): 2H2O+ 2e− → 2OH− +H2 (37)
Anode (acid, oxidation): 2H2O→ O2 + 4H+ + 4e− (38)
ion transfer reactions Another process by which charge can be trans-
ferred through dielectric layers are the ion transfer reaction (ITR). This effect,
while it’s not involved in major electrical conduction in EOM interfaces, have
a massive effect regarding their long term behaviour. When sufficient voltage
drop is applied, surface can adsorb or release charged ions from (or torward)
solution. These processes of corrosion can compromise and change the structure
of the dielectric surface, thus changing electrical properties such as DC current
density and capacitive behaviour [5]. This effect has been measured on other
works in the RAMP project [14]. Particular caution must be given to sodium
Na+ ions which seems to be responsible for defects on-set on TiO2 layers when
bias voltages reaches determinate levels. ITR can be noticed on I-V curves due
5 This assumption holds for thick oxide layers (> 10nm). Below this distance a non-trivial contri-
bution from direct electron tunnelling between metal and electrolyte is expected [5].
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Figure 83: The insulator surface exhibits open binding sites due to the lack of insulator
bonding partners at the surface. These binding sites can be either negative-
ly/positively charged or neutral. The surface charge density depends on the
surface potential ψ0, dielectric parameters, and the local hydrogen concen-
tration [H+]. Source: Windbacher, [64]..
Figure 84: Conduction mechanisms in a PBS |Al−HfO2 | TiN EOM interface. The band-gap
of Al − HfO2 is Eg = 5.5 eV [2]. The gap between the two redox reactions is
Eg,hyd = 1.23 eV . (left) in an equilibrium state no DC current flow between metal
and electrolyte (center) positive voltage is applied to electrolyte, band shift facili-
tates direct injection of holes from electrolyte to dielectric valence band by mean
of reaction in Eq. (38) (right) Energy gap between oxidation levels and dielectric
conduction band is too high to achieve direct charge injection. ETR processes rely
on Pool-Frenkel process on bulk oxide electron traps. Source: Corna, 2015 [14].
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to peaks in current when a specific ion is adsorbed. Also alteration of I-V and
C-V figures can be a symptom of surface change due to ITR. This effect does not
occur in the majority measurements: in this work it will be neglected, except for
one sample, but this is surely an experimental path to pursue.
6.1.4 EOM impedance
Metal-oxide impedance can be estimated by looking at how charges behave
in electrode/electrolyte interface. From what discussed in the last paragraphs,
it’s possible to restrict the charge contribution in a non-faradic regime to three
components.
metal surface charge Being the EOM interface naively a capacitor, metal
contact will exhibit a charge concentration that will depend on the potential
drop.
oxide surface charge As discussed in Sect. 6.1.3 the oxide surface can as-
sume positive, negative or neutral charge by mean of equilibrium of H+
and OH− ions. This introduces a high dependency of the contact potential
between oxide and electrolyte on the solution pH. It exist for every oxide
a pH of zero charge (pHpzc) on which no surface charge is present on the
oxide. This effect can be considered equivalent to the concept of flat-band
voltage in MOS devices.
double layer Not to be confused with surface charge, electrical double layer
consist in a swarm of solvated ions that reacts to the presence of an elec-
trical potential. The value of double layer capacitance calculated by Gouy-
Chapman mediate the diffuse charge concentration when oxide surface
potential φ0 varies.
A theoretical deduction of an EOM impedance goes beyond the purpose of
this work and here only important results are shown. The impedance of an EOM
interface assumes the structure depicted in Fig. 85.
This circuit can be divided in three different parts: electrode components
(ZBACK and COx), interface components (CDL,CSC and W) and system compo-
nent (REl and ZREF). First two parameters describe the dielectric capacitance
COx, which will have central importance in the next chapter, and the impedance
of it’s back contact ZBACK. The most interesting point to address is the interface
impedance. As shown in the schematic the contribution due to double layer
is considered in parallel with surface charge phenomenons. This should be no
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Figure 85: Impedance model for EOM interfaces. Source: Bousse and Bergveld, 1983 [8].
surprise due to the fact that, as previously discussed, charge carriers of the two
phenomena are different and do not influence (in first approximation) one an-
other. Electrical double-layer CDL is known to behave as a pure capacity up to
frequencies of 1MHz [8] for fixed polarization. Surface charge properties exhibit
a different behaviour. As discussed in the site binding theory the potential de-
termining ions for oxides are H+ and OH− ions. If the solution pH is close to
7 (as for PBS) this implies a concentration of hydrogen that is [H+] ' 100nmol.
It’s reasonable to think that for such a low concentration of carriers diffusion
processes in the electrolyte start having a major role in the determination of the
process impedance. This effect is mediated by the Warburg element (W) which
is in series with the space charge capacitor.
W =
kT√
2ω
· 1− j
[H+]sD
1/2
H+
+ [OH−]sD
1/2
OH−
, j2 = −1 (39)
This component, written in Eq. (39), is a constant-phase impedance that
accounts for the diffusion of charge carriers. [H+]s and [OH−]s are the local
concentration of potential determining ions. Two coefficient DH+ and DOH− are
respectively the diffusivities of hydrogen and hydroxyl ions. CSC is the surface
charge capacitance. It describes the variation of surface charge when the surface
potential φ0 changes with fixed concentration of H+ andOH−. W is the Warburg
element, in series with CSC. This describes the variation of solution pH (thus, a
variation on H+ and OH− concentration) due to a change in the surface charge.
The third stage of the circuit (REl and ZREF) accounts for the experimental setup
values. REl is the electrolyte resistance and ZREF is the impedance of reference
electrode[8]. Please note how ITR processes were excluded from this scenario.
This model will be adapted in next chapter to analyse AC response of oxide
samples.
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Figure 86: Oxide samples structure - TiN and W substrate
6.2 oxide samples
To evaluate dielectric materials that can be implemented in neural implants
a series of metal oxides have been produced with various thickness and metal
substrate. At first current-voltage profiles are obtained and discussed. Oxide
samples are kindly provided by MDM–IMM laboratory of Agrate Brianza CNR
6.
6.2.1 Manufacturing
Analysed samples have the structure delineated in Fig. 86. The process
is performed on a 600µm highly n-doped silicon layer. Metal layers such as
tungsten W, titanium Ti and titanium nitride TiN are sputtered with a reactive
magnetron at room temperature. Dielectric film is then grown via Atomic Layer
Deposition at MDM Laboratory. The sample is provided with an aluminium
back that guarantee an ohmic contact toward the instrumentation.
6.2.2 Samples inventory
The inventory of analysed samples is reported in Tab. 6. For each of these
samples I-V and C-V characterization is performed. Dielectrics can be divided in
three different species described in the following list. Manufacturing procedures
are reported form A. Corna work: “Development of electrolyte/oxide/metal
devices for neuron interfacing”.
hafnium-oxide - HfO2 HfO2 is one of the emerging materials in microelec-
tronics due to it’s relatively high (15.4 [61]). Samples are produced with a
6 http://www.mdm.imm.cnr.it/
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Sample Oxide Structure
SAV747(W) AlHfO2 AlHfO2 (20nm)/W(50nm)/n++Si/Al
SAV747(TiN) AlHfO2 AlHfO2 (20nm)/TiN(40nm)/Ti(10nm)/n++Si/Al
SAV750(W) HfO2 HfO2 (20nm)/W(50nm)/n++Si/Al
SAV750(TiN) HfO2 HfO2 (20nm)/TiN(40nm)/Ti(10nm)/n++Si/Al
SAV768 AlHfO2 AlHfO2 (19nm)/TiN(40nm)/Ti(10nm)/n++Si/Al
SAV769 AlHfO2 AlHfO2 (10nm)/TiN(40nm)/Ti(10nm)/n++Si/Al
E372 T iO2 T iO2 (20nm)/TiN(40nm)/Ti(10nm)/n++Si/AlTable 6: Inventory of analysed samples
300oC ALD process. As Hf precursor it’s used HFD-04 7 and as oxigen
precursor it’ used ozone O3. Considered samples are constituted by mon-
oclinic crystals. Expected dielectric constant value is between 13 and 17
depending on the manufacturing method [61].
hafnium aluminate - AlHfO2 Hafnium aluminate is an HfO2 alloy in which,
the addition of aluminum, increases the dielectric contstant by changing
structure of the crystals. The expected value varies from 20 to 25 depend-
ing on the concentration of aluminum in the alloy[13]. Samples analysed
are produced with the same process as HfO2. Al is included by perform-
ing 1 cycle of TMA (Trimethylaluminium) every 20 cycles of HDF-04. Films
analysed are amorphous.
titanium-oxide T iO2 Titanium oxide has been addressed by many as a pos-
sible candidate for neural interfacing due to it’s high k value of 33.4 [61].
Particular alloys with zirconium oxides are used as in-vitro neuronal cul-
tures substrate [35].
6.3 iv measurements
6.3.1 Experimental setup
Oxide samples are 8 x8 mm pieces with structure described in Fig. 86. The
aluminium back of the sample is put in contact with a custom made measuring
cell depicted in Fig. 88 . A rubber o-ring limits the oxide area exposed to the
electrolyte by mean of a screw-designed vessel. Area contact value has been
experimentally measured by MDM and will be considered of 8 .1mm2 ± 10%
[24]. Electrolyte reference is a standard Ag|AgCl pellet electrode. Discussion
7 (Bis(methylcyclopentadienyl)methoxymethylhafnium(IV))
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Figure 87: Electrode configuration for I-V characterization: Ag|AgCl reference elec-
trode was kept at 0V . Working electrode, consisting in thin dielectric film,
was swept between interested regions of voltages.
about the stability of this reference is in Sect. 5.1 of this work. Measurements
have been performed in a two-electrode configuration between Ag|AgCl refer-
ence electrode and dielectric sample, called working electrode, as depicted in Fig.
87.
The metallic base was enclosed in a cast iron box which provided insulation
from EMI and eventual environmental noise. The sample back was contacted
via a coaxial connector and, by mean of a custom made bi-axial to three-axial
cable converter, reference and working electrodes were connected to 2 SMU of
the Agilent c©4156C Parameter Analyzer.
Voltage sweep are performed on the working electrode while Ag/AgCl refer-
ence was kept at ground. In graph, for the sake of clarity potential and current
will be referred to the Ag|AgCl electrode, thus to Velectrode − VBulk. All acquisi-
tion are performed in clean-room environment with a controlled temperature of
T = 23± 0.5 oC
6.3.2 Method
Measurements were performed with two different methods. In this case volt-
age on the working electrode is swept linearly multiple times in the same direc-
tion and current is recorded by the SMU. Depending on the sample the voltages
boundaries were −5V < Velectrode − Vbulk < 2.5. From experiments it is more
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Figure 88: Electrochemical cell developed in order to evaluate EOM electrical properties.
The sample under investigation was hold in place in the sample residence
section. Electric contact is achieved between the back of analysed sample
and the central aluminum bulk. This is then connected to a BNC connector.
Sample area under investigation is limited by a rubber o-ring in an ad-hoc
screw-designed vessel. Source: Gelmi, [24].
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Figure 89: Section of electrochemical cell for EOM interface analysis.
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easy to determine cathodic on-set when voltage was swept from negative bias to
positive. This was implemented in the second approach, which is based on the
cyclic-voltammetry technique: voltage is varied linearly between two potential val-
ues. When the final point is reached, the sweep direction is reversed (depending
from sample but in the above mentioned range −5V < Velectrode − Vbulk < 2.5).
For every sample initial and final voltage was fixed. For both methods scan rate
chosen was v = 10mVs−1. All measurements were performed in PBS. From now
on Velectrode will be named Vel.
Calculating the threshold voltage of a particular EOM specimen is possible
by mean of a simple assumption. In the voltage region on which the faradic
process is triggered, current is described by a diode-like equation I ' I0eα(V−VT ).
This theoretical curve was fitted onto experimental data in order to obtain the
cathodic voltage threshold. This voltage is the VT value for which I(VT ) = I0.
Procedure is sketched in Fig. 90 and Fig. 91 on the E372 sample. Non-faradic
area is a raw estimation of the voltage ranges in which electron transfer do not
occur. While all cyclic voltammetries are represented for each sample, only some
linear sweeps will be depicted.
6.3.3 Results
Results for all samples are summarized from Fig. 92 to Fig. 98 at the end of
this chapter. The I-V behaviour respects what predicted from theoretical analysis.
A diode-like current for high driving voltages ∆V = Vel − Vbulk is measured.
From this acquisitions two parameters can be estimated: the amplitude of non-
faradic region and the threshold voltage for DC conduction on-set. The first
quantifies the goodness of a given dielectric to be deployed as coating layer.
Considering the CMOS process for C-100-A/CMOS probes, a ideal non-faradic
area will be −1.8 6 Vnon−faradic 6 1.8. Second parameter allow an estimation of
the current driven via the oxide and quantifies the possibility of tissue damage.
As for needles the current density that will be considered dangerous is jmax =
5µA/cm2. Non-faradic area is roughly estimated to be the voltage range for
which current density is jox 6 0.1µA/cm2.
6.4 comments and remarks
From the measured IV curve it’s possible to say that all provided samples
offer a wide voltage range in which they could be applied to in-vivo implants.
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Sample Non-faradic area Voltage threshold (V)
SAV747(W) −3 6 VNF 6 1 1.5± 0.1
SAV747(TiN) −4 6 VNF 6 2 2.5± 0.2
SAV750(W) −5 6 VNF 6 1.3 1.7± 0.1
SAV750(TiN) −3 6 VNF 6 1.5 2.0± 0.1
SAV768 −4 6 VNF 6 2 2.4± 0.1
SAV769 −4 6 VNF 6 2 2.5± 0.1
E372 −5 6 VNF 6 0.5 0.6± 0.1Table 7: I-V characterization summary
Their resistance can be estimated to be at least ROx ' 10GΩ in non-faradic
regime. The main issue which should be addressed is the low threshold volt-
age of the TiO2 sample. The value of VT = 600mV is low enough to be in
the operating range of the chip and particular caution must be given when
choosing a bias point. If this drop occur between the electrolyte and Msense
gate it could drew enough current to damage the neural tissue. It’s therefore
extremely important to further characterize the dielectric materials. Special at-
tention must be given to biocompatibility and oxide surface durability in time.
An interesting development would come from a combined analysis with Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) and X-Ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS). These
two techniques would give hints on how surface structure evolve over time, giv-
ing a quantitative estimation of ion adsorption or oxide corrosion that can alter
dielectric properties, both topologically and electrically.
considerations on the substrate Metal substrate was different for the
samples SAV747 and SAV750. It’s worth noticing that for titanium nitride (TiN)
substrate threshold voltage is always higher with respect to tungsten (see Tab.
7). Further analysis should be performed on various samples to quantify this
effect and validate these results.
considerations on samples Hafnium-aluminate alloys (SA747TiN, SAV768,
SAV769) with TiN substrate exhibit a remarkable behaviour regarding Faradic
currents with a threshold of VT ,Al−HfO2 ' 2.5 ± 0.1V , making them the more
desirable solution for dielectric coating. Anodic current for negative bias was
not recorded in the chosen voltage range. Being the region of interest −1.8V 6
V 6 1.8V this is not an issue.
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Figure 90: Exponential fit to determine threshold voltage VT on oxide samples. Sweep
on E372 sample. 20nm TiO2 film on TiN(40nm)|Ti(10nm) substrate. Red
line represents linear interpolation of faradic-area. Threshold value for this
sample is VT = 0.6 ± 0.1V , I0 = 1.1± 0.1µA/cm2 and α = 3.6± 0.2V−1.
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Voltage threshold:E372
Figure 91: Method applied to measure threshold voltage VT on oxide samples. Sweep
on E372 sample. 20nm TiO2 film on TiN(40nm)|Ti(10nm) substrate. Red
line represents linear interpolation of the DC current on-set.
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Figure 92: Multiple sweeps from 1.5V to −5V on the E732 sample - 20nm TiO2 film
on TiN(40nm)|Ti(10nm) substrate.
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Figure 93: Cyclic voltammetry measurement on E372 sample. 20nm TiO2 film on
TiN(40nm)|Ti(10nm) substrate. Non-faradic voltage area is evaluated for
currents below 10−1A/cm2.
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Figure 94: Cyclic voltammetry from 1.5V to −5V on the SAV747W sample - 20nm
Al−HfO2 film on W(50nm) substrate. Relevant values reported in Tab. 7.
Red line represent the budgetary limit of cathodic current jmax = 5µA/cm2.
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Figure 95: Cyclic voltammetry from 2.5V to −5V on the SAV750W. 20nm layer ofHfO2.
Relevant values reported in Tab. 7. Red line represent the budgetary limit of
cathodic current jmax = 5µA/cm2.
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Figure 96: Cyclic voltammetry from 2.5V to −5V on the SAV750W. 20nm layer ofHfO2.
Relevant values reported in Tab. 7. Red line represent the budgetary limit of
cathodic current jmax = 5µA/cm2.
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Figure 97: Cyclic voltammetry from 2.5V to −5V on the SAV768 sample. 19nm layer of
HfO2. Relevant values reported in Tab. 7. Red line represent the budgetary
limit of cathodic current jmax = 5µA/cm2.
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Figure 98: Acquisitions from 2.5V to −5V on the SAV769 sample. 10nm layer of HfO2.
Relevant values reported in Tab. 7. Red line represent the budgetary limit of
cathodic current jmax = 5µA/cm2.
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7 EOM IMPEDANCE
In this chapter an approach to dynamical properties of EOM interfaces is
attempted. Capacitance density behaviour with various DC bias is the param-
eter under analysis. As seen in the neuron-silicon junction, a high capacitance
leads to high values of displacement currents on the EOM capacitor and thus,
to a higher signal level. Characterization is attempted with two different meth-
ods: one typical of semiconductor science and one derived from electrochemistry.
This section does not want to perform an exhaustive treatment of the interface
but rather trace a protocol on which further experiments can be performed.
7.1 cv measurements
Measurement of capacitance-voltage profiles is a cornerstone in MOS inter-
faces analysis. Substrate doping, doped layer thickness and recombination time
of electrons: all of these parameters can be extracted by properly polarizing
the MOS interface and measuring it’s C-V figure. This is done by mean of an
LCR ((L) inductance (C) capacitance (R) resistance) meter. A sinusoidal wave of
known amplitude and frequency is injected in the metal contact of the MOS in-
terface. Current is then measured between the two end of the interface: by mean
of Ohm’s law it’s possible to associate a complex impedance that accounts for the
signal attenuation and phase shift. This process, applied while superimposing
a voltage sweep on the metal contact, permit the measurement of capacitance
value for different DC bias of the MOS capacitor. In a similar fashion our exper-
iment will perform this analysis on EOM dielectric layers.
7.1.1 Experimental setup
This experiment measures the complex impedance of the electrochemical cell
such the one in Fig. 99. The setup used for characterization is depicted in Fig.100.
The cell impedance was measured via an Hewlett-Packard c©4248A LCR Meter.
On the input stage a voltage ramp, generated by an Hewlett-Packard c©4142B
Modular DC Source, was superimposed via a custom-made circuit. In order to
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Figure 99: Electrochemical cell used to characterize C-V figures of EOM interfaces. In-
put signal was injected on the metal bulk and output was connected to
Ag|AgCl pellet electrode.
avoid any possible errors in the voltage drop between the two terminal of the
cell, this value is directly measured by an Agilent c©34401-A Digital Multimeter.
The whole chain was controlled via GPIB connector with a software partially
written by the author in Agilent c©VEE Pro.
7.1.2 Method
Measurements were performed with a probe signal of amplitude VP = 50mV .
The chosen model to extract impedance is the parallel RC circuit, which is more
suitable for high-impedance acquisitions [54]. Data measured in this framework
will be referred to as Cp-Rp.
Voltage bias was swept inside the non-faradic area of every sample. Inside
this interval the interface is expected to behave as a capacitor: being no charge
transfer between the dielectric layer and having a metal as substrate no deple-
tion layer is supposed to be measured. Chosen frequencies varied between 50Hz
- limited by instrumentation - and 5 kHz. This last frequency is high enough to
estimate the capacitance value for both LFP (5−10Hz−300Hz) and action poten-
tial recordings (300Hz−3 kHz). All acquisitions were performed in a clean-room
environment with a controlled temperature of T = 22± 0.5oC. Bias plus signal
was applied to the metal back of the sample while reference electrode was kept
at ground (with respect to the DC ramp generator). As for I-V measurements,
curves are reported with voltage referred to electrolyte: Vel − VBulk.
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Figure 100: Setup implemented for performing C-V characteristics.
7.1.3 Results
Capacitance profiles for each sample are reported in Fig. 101 - Fig. 107. As
expected the value is stable for different DC offset. When probing the cell with
different frequencies, capacitance measured values exhibit evident frequency dis-
persion: at higher values of frequency a lower capacitance is measured. This
behaviour is justified by the fact that measurements are being performed on the
whole cell and not only on the dielectric film: effects such as surface charge
effects, working electrode double-layer and ion diffusivity is not taken into ac-
count. A possible model for EOM impedance will be discussed in next section.
This approach can anyway give useful insights on what are the range of capaci-
tance that should be expected. Some graphs are divided near 0V due to the fact
that HP4142B sweeps were possible only in either negative or positive voltages.
Particular attention should be given to E372 sample which exhibit a very com-
plex CV-behaviour that will be discussed in next section.
All measured capacitance have value slightly lower than target value cox =
1µF/cm2. For Al − HfO2 samples (SAV747W, SAV747TiN, SAV768, SAV769)
varies from 0.5 ÷ 0.6µF/cm2 with a thickness of 20nm, 0.6 ÷ 0.7µF/cm2 for
19nm and 0.85 ÷ 0.µF/cm2 for 10nm. This is expected due to the diminish-
ing oxide thickness. For HfO2 on the other hand values are very different even
though layer thickness is similar. This effect is still under investigation. One rea-
son for this effect to take place is that SAV750W sample was the first sample to
be analysed and went through a lot of electric stress when establishing a correct
protocol for both I-V and C-V. On the other hand, as for the I-V, back metal could
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lead to some effect on the EOM interface that was not characterized and reduce
the overall value of capacitance. This effect is also present on samples SAV747W
and SAV747TiN, where former capacitance is slightly lower than the latter.
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Figure 101: C-V curve of SAV747TiN sample. AlHfO2 (20nm).
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Figure 102: C-V curve of SAV747W sample. AlHfO2 (20nm).
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Figure 103: C-V curve of SAV750W sample. HfO2 (20nm)
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Figure 104: C-V curve of SAV750TiN sample. HfO2 (20nm).
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Figure 105: C-V curve of SAV768 sample. AlHfO2 (19nm).
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Figure 106: C-V curve of SAV769 sample. AlHfO2 (10nm).
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Figure 107: C-V curve of SAV769 sample. TiO2 (20nm).
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Figure 108: C-V curve of SAV769 sample. TiO2 (20nm). Focus on Vel − Vbulk 6 0.8V
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7.1.4 TiO2 sample
While all SAV samples exhibit a capacitance behaviour (at a fixed frequency),
titanium sample show a behaviour that diverges from it and is more similar to
the one expected from a semiconductor (see Fig. 107). This happens in the non-
faradic area where capacitance stability was supposed. This effect has also been
addressed by other works of the RAMP project [14]. Titanium dioxide is very
sensitive to the DC current on-set. When polarized with a DC bias of more than
1.3V the surface reacts to sodium solvated in electrolyte. ITR processes occur
and surface undergoes to complexation. This influences either spatial Nd(x) or
energetic distributions of the states Nd(V) at the surface[63]. Ion adsorption
causes a local doping with foreign atoms in the surface structure that alters the
response of the dielectric to both AC and DC signals. Only one sample of this
oxide was available for testing and I-V characterization was performed prior to
this analysis. C-V curves shown represent the response of a dielectric which
have been poisoned with external ions. No further analysis will be performed
on this sample. Adsorption effects must be carefully examined, especially due to
the fact that TiO2 is the actual coating material for C-100-A/CMOS needlechips.
7.2 electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy consist in an ensemble of experi-
mental techniques to evaluate impedance parameters of electrochemical cells.
The method used in this work consist in fitting impedance data (measured in
function of the frequency) on Nysquit diagrams with ad-hoc circuits of passive
elements. Nysquit diagram is a particular representation of a 1-parameter com-
plex function. Being Z(ω) ∈ C a complex function of the frequency ω that
describes the system impedance, it’s Nysquit plot is represented in the com-
plex plane with axes Re(Z(ω)) and −Im(Z(ω)). Generally circuit structure is
deduced by theoretical analysis of electrical processes that occur in a particular
electrochemical cell. From the circuit structure it can be possible to associate
physical meaning to parameters and interpret their variation[36].
In this work it’s not attempted to give a full description of all phenomenons that
occur at an EOM interface: acquisition on oxide samples are shown and a simple
toy-model circuit is proposed to fit the data. A full characterization cannot be
performed via the instrumentation available: a wider frequency range and dif-
ferent reference electrode are needed in order to improve the comprehension of
data. That said, this section aims to show the power of this method and wants
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to point out what could be a protocol to fully characterize these metal oxide
regarding C-V curves.
7.2.1 Reference electrode impedance
As discussed in Sect. 6.1.4 the model for our electrochemical cell needs infor-
mations about the electrode impedance. To achieve this a simple measurement
was performed.
experimental method Two identical new Ag/AgCl pellets were immersed
together in electrolyte and connected to the input and output stage of Agilent
c©4248A LCR Meter to measure impedance. Impedance spectroscopy was per-
formed measuring |Z|eiφ from 50Hz to 100 kHz with a 50 ± 4mV sinusoidal
input signal. The relative voltage drop between electrodes was fixed to 0V via
the Hewlett-Packard c©4142B Modular DC Source. Electrochemical cell was mea-
sured while inside a cast iron box to prevent environmental noise interferences.
method Acquired data was fitted via EIS Analyser c©software by mean of
the Powell algorithm for non-linear fitting[49, 3]. The chosen model is rather
simple and it’s depicted in Fig. 110. This model does not exhibit a symmetry
that can allow us to distinguish between the two electrodes. The final value is
obtained by mean of a raw estimation. Being Ztot = ZEL1 +ZEL2 ' 2ZEL. This ap-
proximation is based on the fact that it’s not in our interest to fully characterize
these electrode, but rather to give an estimation of their resistance and capaci-
tance in series with the studied sample. Interface phenomena are considered in
the resistor R1 and in the Warburg element W which accounts for chlorine ions
diffusivity in PBS. Obtained values are important for the simplification of EOM
impedance formula.
results Results are summarized in Tab. 8 together with the acquired data
and fitted prediction. The fit goodness is considered by the parameter R2 ' 0.85.
This model describes the distribution of our data in the frequency range under
investigation. Neglecting the diffusion term W which is related to chlorine ions
Cl− 1, reference electrodes impedance can be assumed to be a capacitance of
CAg|AgCl ' C/2 ' 2.3µF in parallel with a resistance of RAg|AgCl ∼ 30Ω. Contact
resistance with the instrumentation R1 is estimated to be 38Ω. These values
1 Which in an ideal EOM configuration can contribute only to the diffuse layer capacitance. In
this experiments it mediates the chlorine ions afflux on Ag|AgCl electrode surface.
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Figure 109: Two identical Ag|AgCl electrode were measured in this configuration.
Impedance value |Z|eiφ is measured from frequencies of 50Hz to 100 kHz
Figure 110: Ad-hoc model used for fitting experimental data. Reference electrode value
are not studied in depth as EOM impedance. This circuit is needed to
estimate the order of magnitude of values such as refence capacitance CREF
and resistance through electrolyte REL.
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will justify the first assumption that will be made when simplifying the EOM
impedance formula.
Parameter Value
R1 38Ω± 0.3%
R2 63Ω± 2%
C 4.5µF± 4%
W 1226Ω
√
s−1 ± 2%
Re(Zeiφ) (Ω)
35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80
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Table 8: EIS results for Ag|AgCl reference electrodes. Points acquired at various fre-
quencies, decreasing from right (50Hz) to left(100kHz). Decreasing in error
bars is due to the fact that absolute error depend on |Z| which decrease in this
situation and that measurements are taken on an exponential set of frequencies.
This behaviour is not true for frequencies above 100 kHz [57].
7.2.2 Impedance model
Impedance spectroscopy is an extremely powerful method to investigate small-
signal properties of EOM interfaces. In this section a toy-model is proposed to
interpret data acquired from oxide samples. To perform a complete fitting of
the model proposed in Sect. 6.1.4 it’s necessary to gather data on the most wide
frequency spectrum possible. In EIS experiments usually the this ranges from
1mHz to 10 kHz. This is quite different from semiconductor analysis which mea-
surements range up toMHz or GHz and very low frequencies are quite often not
explored. For EIS measurement performed on these oxide samples three simple
assumptions must be taken into account:
reference electrode Reference electrode impedance is neglected in this frame-
work. The capacity is larger than dielectric layer Cref > Cox by at least
one or two order of magnitude. Contact resistance, as well as electrolyte-
contact resistance, seen from reference oxide is also low < 100Ω. This
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Figure 111: This is the general circuit that describes the impedance of an EOM inter-
face. From left to right: Rconn is the resistance of the back contact, CDL
is the double layer capacitance, CSC is the space charge capacitance, W is
the Warburg element, Rel is the resistance opposed by the electrolyte to cur-
rent, ZAg|AgCl is the reference electrode impedance and Rox is the ohmic
resistance through oxide.
value must be considered in series with the oxide leakage resistance which
can go up to 1GΩ. Reference electrode impedance will therefore be ne-
glected during the fitting procedure.
oxide leakage Starting from the discussed model for the EOM impedance, a
resistor Rox that quantify the ohmic leakage of the oxide is added in parallel
to the whole EOM ideal interface. The scenario is depicted in Fig. 111.
contact resistance Impedance contribution from the contact resistance be-
tween the sample back (aluminum) and the metal base is ohmic and in the
order of few tenths of Ohms. This value will be neglected during fitting
procedure.
experimental setup Experimental setup is the same described for the elec-
trode impedance characterization.
method In this case a sinusoidal signal of amplituyde 50 ± 4mV was injected
in the input stage of the electrochemical cell. Impedance was measured for
frequencies varying from 50Hz to 80 kHz. All measurements were performed
with polarization of Vel−Vbulk = 0V . Acquired data is reported in Nysquit plots.
Sample E372 was not analysed with this technique because of the behaviour seen
from C-V characterization.
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7.2.3 Results
As shown from Tab. 9 to Tab. 14 the model fits data from all chosen sam-
ples. Values obtained for capacitance are in the range of the one measured by
C-V method at low frequencies < 100Hz. That approach can be considered an
extreme simplification of the model in Fig. 111 to a simple capacitor in parallel
with a resistor. It’s expected that all properties and influences from double layer
capacitance, surface charge and Warburg element to interfere with measured
values of C and R, thus inducing a frequency broadening in measurements. In
order to prove this statement EIS measurements should be performed on various
DC polarization. The advantage of EIS method relies on the much richer infor-
mation that can be extracted from measurements by looking at the frequency
domain.
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Parameter Value
COx 61.7nF± 1%
ROx 4.5 · 105Ω± 15%
CDL 90nF± 5%
CSC 210nF± 11%
AW 8.1 · 104Ω
√
s−1 ± 9%
REL 994Ω± 15%
Re(Zei?) (+)
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Table 9: EIS results for SAV747TiN sample
Parameter Value
COx 74.2nF± 1%
ROx 5.8 · 105Ω± 8%
CDL 38.0nF± 1.5%
CSC 54.6nF± 2%
AW 8.1 · 104Ω
√
s−1 ± 4%
REL 968.3Ω± 0.4%
Re(Zei?) (+)
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Table 10: EIS results for SAV747W sample
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Parameter Value
COx 69.1nF± 1%
ROx 2.2 · 105Ω± 9%
CDL 93nF± 7%
CSC 970nF± 34%
AW 6.4 · 104Ω
√
s−1 ± 7%
REL 903Ω± 1%
Re(Zei?) (+)
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Table 11: EIS results for SAV750TiN sample
Parameter Value
COx 34.3nF± 1%
ROx 6.5 · 105Ω± 9%
CDL 81.4nF± 5%
CSC 652nF± 18%
AW 6.5 · 104Ω
√
s−1 ± 9%
REL 1025Ω± 1%
Re(Zei?) (+) #104
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Table 12: EIS results for SAV750W sample
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Parameter Value
COx 68.6nF± 1%
ROx 4.8 · 105Ω± 9%
CDL 105nF± 3%
CSC 194nF± 5%
AW 7.2 · 104Ω
√
s−1 ± 5%
REL 988Ω± 0.4%
Re(Zei?) (+)
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Table 13: EIS results for SAV768 sample
Parameter Value
COx 98.3nF± 1%
ROx 2.5 · 105Ω± 10%
CDL 141nF± 8%
CSC 1.2µF± 12%
AW 2.5 · 104Ω
√
s−1 ± 9%
REL 982Ω± 0.5%
Re(Zei?) (+)
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
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Table 14: EIS results for SAV769 sample
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7.3 oxide leakage
The most important parameters that we can extract from CV and EIS char-
acterizations is the value of capacitance for the oxide when Vel − Vbulk = 0V
and an estimation of leakage resistance Rox. Unfortunately measured values are
way below the expected range of 1GΩ estimated through the I-V figures. The
conclusion on this argument is that both the model proposed are not effective
to estimate the Ohmic leakage of oxide with this methodology. This is most
probably due to some complications that occur when considering a small AC
signal in spite of a slow-changing bias. Question should be further examined,
starting from the the model described in Sect. 6.1.4 more theoretical and experi-
mental advancement should bring to a proper impedance description. Until this
issue remains open I-V figures will be more than sufficient to define the leakage
behaviour of dielectric films. Obtained valued are listed 15.
Sample Cp-Rp Value (·105Ohm) EIS Value (·105Ohm)
SAV747TiN 3.3± 5% 4.5± 15%
SAV747W 4.8± 5% 5.7± 8%
SAV750TiN 1.8± 6% 2.2± 9%
SAV750W 5.2± 4% 6.4± 10%
SAV768 3.6± 5% 4.7± 9%
SAV769 1.7± 5% 2.5± 10%Table 15: Leakage resistance values both for EIS analysis and Cp-Rp measurements. For
the latter condition of testing Rp measured at 50Hz and at V = 0V is selected.
7.4 surface parameters
substrate effect Considering the four samples SAV750W, SAV750TiN SAV747W
and SAV747TiN some considerations can be done regarding the metal substrate
effect. For both dielectric compositions a common difference is noted when
varying the substrate.
1. Double-layer capacitance CDL: Both for HfO2 and Al-HfO2 double layer
capacitance has an higher value for TiN substrate. SAV747: 90nF(TiN) −
38nF(W). SAV750: 93nF(TiN) − 81.4nF(W).
2. Space charge capacitance CSC: Both for HfO2 and Al-HfO2 space charge
capacitance has an higher value for TiN substrate. SAV747: 210nF(TiN) −
54nF(W). SAV750: 970nF(TiN) − 652nF(W).
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3. Warburg element: Diffusion driven Warburg element has no dependence
on the metal substrate and its equal for both SAV747 and SAV750 values.
thickness effect ConsideringAl-HfO2 samples SAV747TiN (20nm), SAV768(19nm)
and SAV769(10nm) some considerations can be done regarding the dielectric
thickness.
1. Double-layer capacitance CDL: Decreasing dielectric thickness double layer
capacitance increases: 90nF (20nm) − 105nF(19nm) − 141nF(10nm).
2. Space charge capacitance CSC: Same consideration hold for space charge
capacitance: 210nF (20nm) − 194nF(19nm) − 1.2µF(10nm). Please note
that this parameter is the one with major errors in determination (almost
10% on every measurement).
3. Warburg element Warburg element on the other hand decrease when in-
creasing oxide thickness: 8.1 ·104Ω
√
s−1 (20nm)−7.2 ·104Ω
√
s−1 (19nm)−
2.5 · 104Ω
√
s−1 (10nm).
consideration on CDL From experiment performed on samples with sim-
ilar material an expected value of CDL for Al-HfO2 a reasonable value would
be between 3µF/cm2 and 16µF/cm2 [56, 14]. Respectively for SAV747TiN a
value of 11 .1 µF/cm2, for SAV768 13 .1 µF/cm2 and for SAV769 17 .4 µF/cm2.
All values are inside (or close) to the desired range. This is can be considered a
point in favour to the proposed model.
7.5 dielectric constant
Dielectric material chosen for needle coating must have a high-k value. As
discussed in chapter 2 this is necessary in order to have a good capacitive cou-
pling between neuronal signals and CMOS sensors. In Tab. 16 values for dielec-
tric constant k are listed for oxide capacitances obtained with the EIS analysis.
To evaluate this value the most important sensitive area of the oxide must be
taken into consideration. This value was estimated of A = 8 .1 mm2 ± 10% in
a previous work in the RAMP project [24].
The boundaries limits in which data can be accepted is different for the two
oxides. For hafnium aluminate dielectric constant value should range between
20 and 25 [13]. For hafnium oxide a smaller value is expected that can range
between 13 and 17 [61].
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Sample Thickness C(nF) ∆C (nF) K ∆K
SAV747TiN 20 ± 0 .5 nm 61,7 0.1 17,2 2,3
SAV747W 20 ± 0 .5 nm 74,20 0.04 20,7 2,7
SAV750TiN 20 ± 0 .5 nm 69.2 0.1 19,2 2.6
SAV750W 20 ± 0 .5 nm 34,3 0.01 9,6 1,2
SAV768 19 ± 0 .5 nm 68,61 0.03 18,2 2,4
SAV769 10 ± 0 .5 nm 98.3 0.1 13,7 2,1Table 16: Dielectric constant measured via Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
sav747tin - hafnium aluminate It’s quite compatible with the lower limit
of our range of expectation (C=1.2)
sav747w - hafnium aluminate Fully-compatible with expectation (C<1).
sav750tin - hafnium oxide The sample analysed is compatible with the max-
imum expected value for this material (C<1).
sav750w - hafnium oxide The sample analysed is not compatible with the
minimum expected value (C ' 3). The author would like to recall that this
was the sample used to test various protocols and was subjected to a lot
of mechanical and electrical stress. Surface complexation due to all these
effects might have altered sample electrical properties.
sav768 - hafnium aluminate The sample analysed is fully-compatible with
the minimum expected value (C<1).
sav769 - hafnium aluminate The sample analysed is not-compatible with
the minimum expected value (C ' 3). Further investigations are needed
to justify if this deviation was limited to this sample and what other circum-
stances can introduce errors. SAV769 was the only sample with thickness
of 10 nm while others are thicker (from 19 nm to 20 nm, see Tab. 16).
For such dimensions it’s possible for other surface effects to take place.
The described model thus is not sufficient for correct EIS analysis [5].
Values obtained with the EIS method find a good correspondence with ex-
pected one for thick oxides. Together with considerations on double layer capac-
itance this suggest that, with proper investigation and improvements, EIS can be
applied extensively to determine EOM parameters.
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7.6 comments and remarks
This chapter tried to put together two different way of analysing interfaces:
semiconductor sciences and electrochemistry. The first methods brought to re-
sults that are quite accurate for low frequencies (< 500Hz) when confronted
with EIS results. Even if the Cp-Rp model is quite raw in a description of what
happens at EOM interface, the obtained values do contain precious informa-
tion regarding capacitance density. The EIS approach on the other way is more
powerful but requires different instrumentation and a wider frequency range
extended to very low frequencies to be successfully applied on this problems.
From the acquired data, the best electrical behaviour is given by Al − HfO2
samples with T iN substrate. Its value of dielectric constant (∼ 20) and it wide
non-faradic range (in the three samples SAV747TiN, SAV768 and SAV769 it was
−4 V 6 VNF 6 2 V ) suggest it as a possible candidate for chip coating. Further
examinations are needed on thin layers. Particular attention must be given to
insulation properties, capacitive behaviour and (short and long term) biocom-
patibility.
characterization protocol Based on the acquisition and experiments per-
formed, in this paragraph is discussed a possible protocol to characterize oxide
samples produced with this setup. The central point of the proposed idea is to
use two different samples for IV and CV (and EIS) characterization in order to
avoid ion transfer reaction that occur when a dielectric is subjected to a suffi-
ciently high DC bias [14].
iv measurements IV measurements should be performed on a separate sam-
ple to avoid ITR and surface state complexation. From experiments it has
been shown that slow cyclic-voltammetry can be very helpful to identify
the dielectric cathodic threshold VT and the non-faradic range of the oxide.
non-faradic regime identification IV curve provide information about the
non-faradic area of the dielectric: this will be the range of voltages on
which CV (and EIS) characterization should be performed.
cv acquisition Interpreted with the Cp-Rp model, low frequency measure-
ments (< 100 Hz) proven to be a reliable estimation of the oxide capaci-
tance. These informations are useful when fitting data with EIS method.
eis characterization EIS characterization can be performed at various polar-
izations. Informations about the oxide capacitance and surface parameters
can be obtained. Also, polarizing the sample with different voltages it’s
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possible to study how surface charge and double layer capacitance changes
with different Vel − Vbulk voltage bias. To better measure impedance it’s
advised to switch to a three-electrode measurement system. For reference
electrode a Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE) should be implemented and
as counter-electrode a standard platinum electrode will close the loop. The
frequency range where to record data must be is between 1 mHz and
100kHz. Particular attention must be given to the contribution of para-
sitic elements which has to be characterized.
study measured samples Measured examples which have been subjected to
electrical stress should be analysed with XPS and AFM in order to validate
the hypothesis of ion absorption and alteration of surface state.
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8 CONCLUS IONS
In this final chapter an overview situation of this work is discussed. Starting
from achieved goals for both the needles and the oxides measurements. Open
issues are addressed with emphasis on possible solutions. Multidisciplinary
approach to this branch of research is not only advised but needed, in order to
implement devices such as the C-100-A needlechip in the best way possible.
8.1 achieved goals
This work covered a broad spectrum of arguments related to electronic and
electrochemical characterization of implantable neuronal probes. It succeed in
providing information on how the C-100-A chip should be operated and which
were the most important parameters to focus on. Both simulations and exper-
iments suggested that leakage properties of needle coating have an extensive
effect in finding a proper bias point for the chip. This constrain the operator to
find a compromise between frequency band and proper signal recording. From
characterizations and experimental use of the chip a bias point was proposed.
The study of mismatch between MOS DC parameters allowed the definition of a
current limit between FETs of ∆Id ' 4µA. This parameter is needed for a future
design of a multiplexing stage that must account for this possible DC difference
between channels.
In the second part of this work focus was given to different dielectric mate-
rials, these experimentations were performed in order to identify possible can-
didates for future chips coating. Electronic and chemical processes that occur
at the oxide-electrolyte interface were measured by mean of I-V, C-V and EIS
techniques. I-V figures were acquired for all samples. All of them behaved
as expected and the leakage current respected our budgetary limit on a wide
range of voltages. Top dielectric resistance respected the predicted value of
Rox ' 1 ÷ 10 GΩ. Cyclic-voltammetry data proved to be a powerful method
to determine the on-set voltage for DC current conduction. In this scenario
the T iO2 sample is the only one that should be really considered: its value of
Vth = 0 .6 V is very close to what are chip working voltages.
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By mean of C-V analysis capacitance profiles were acquired. Initially the
scenario was rather puzzling: frequency dispersion effects were not understood,
even though for low frequencies (< 500 Hz) the observed behaviour was not far
out from what expected. To overcome this problem the author developed an ad-
hoc model for the EOM impedance starting from literature studies [8]. Via Elec-
trochemical Impedance Spectroscopy it was possible to associate physical meaning
to measured data, giving insights not only on the oxide capacitance but also on
its surface properties. By this change of prospective, some problems highlighted
by C-V measurements found a justification, even though future experiments are
required to prove the validity of the proposed method. Based on experimental
practice and results, a simple protocol to analyse electrical and electrochemical
properties of these objects was finally discussed.
Analysing the capacitive and resistive properties of these samples helped the
selection of a candidate for chip coating: Al − HfO2 with T iN metal back was
chosen due to its electrical characteristics. Further studies on biocompatibility
are needed, together with more information of its stability when different thick-
ness are considered.
8.2 open issues
For what concerns the C-100-A/CMOS chip there are still few open prob-
lems that can be addressed and must be properly investigated. The effect of
current leakage that limits the possibility of reaching a correct bias point in a
sub-threshold regime is probably the most important. This effect seems to man-
ifest itself not only in electrolyte but also with dry device. Reasons for this
behaviour must be investigated both in top-electrode dielectric properties and
in chip design process. Current leakage through the substrate and toward other
part of the sensor seems also to be one of the causes of differences between sim-
ulated current parameter and measured one. This issue should also be analysed
by mean of simulations on bigger sets of pixel and with further experimentations.
Hopefully this could explain if other part of the matrix adsorb current from the
active pixel reducing the overall output of the system. Another effect that must
be taken into consideration is the apparent time-dependent mismatch of single
pixels. This could cause serious issues in an hypothetical multiplexing stage. If
it will be possible to reduce the problem to "classic" mismatch properties mul-
tiplexing will be possible considering a fixed pixel pattern, thus adjusting input
amplifiers to every channel analysed. Measurements have been performed with
various layout chips with a multiplexing stage designed ad-hoc for this system
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[55]. For some chips mismatch properties do not represent a major issue and
in-vivo acquisition can be performed. For others, on the other hand, it was not
possible to perform multiplexing due above mentioned mismatch problems and
amplifiers saturation.
Even though characterizations of metal oxides provided quite reliable results,
some problems are left open. The main concern that arises from measurements is
the characterization of T iO2 films. Among all others this sample seem to be very
sensitive to previous processes and its behaviour is influenced drastically. Due
to the fact that this material is the one actually used to coat chips it’s important
to understand which are the limitations for this kind of surface. Another issue
that must be addressed is the impossibility to measure the leakage resistance of
the dielectric layer by mean of C-V and EIS characterizations. Characterization
of thin layer (SAV769) also proved to be a problem regarding oxide capacitance
and dielectric constant. Due to the fact that only one sample was available
consideration are quite limited. If other acquisitions on such dielectric films
bring to the same issues then further investigation is needed to identify which
are the effects and how they can be taken into account.
8.3 future development
Many task are still open to develop a reliable "out of the box" implantable
probe. Beyond the addressed issues, an analysis of the chip frequency response
with varying bias point is needed. Noise characterization must also be per-
formed when varying chip polarization. Possible regularities or behaviour might
be found in pixels PSD and some signal filtering can improve the overall record-
ing quality. A serious approach to mismatch properties is also needed in order
to better understand and quantify the phenomenon. Methods by which dielec-
tric layer are deposited should be improved in order to reach the lower possible
leakage current.
EIS methods proven to be a valid resource to investigate surface phenomena
and to estimate oxide films properties. Measurements performed in a wider
frequency spectrum together with a better electrochemical approach can be the
gateway to know how these interfaces behave both with electrolyte and with
neuronal tissue. A theoretical approach to model correctly the EOM interface
should be pursued in order to improve the quality of data analysis.
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This technology seems to be very promising in opening the way to what
can be one of the most important discoveries of modern sciences. To understand
how physical interactions can give rise to something so complex as human mind,
behaviour and memories. Not by that debasing them but embracing and under-
standing their, and therefore our, nature.
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